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Active Active Outdoor

Full Klaff is a Norwegian word that means Jackpot. You have really hit the jackpot with this rubber boot since it is a popular all-round boot for an active lifestyle. The entire boot is 
handmade of natural rubber, which is elastic, resistant and waterproof. The calender outsole is non-marking. The lining is with lightweight quick drying polyester lining. The fitting 
is normal to slim, which means slim in the leg and in the toe area but wider in the heel cup. The boot is PVC free and vegan.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Full Klaff 1-2319 Size Delivery
All-Round Boot Price: 600.00 28 - 47 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Rubber outsole

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Removable insole

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

4

A comfortable hunt is serious business here at Viking, and our Rype is a premium rubber boot for women with a classic look and modern construction that is versatile enough for 
normal everyday use as well as technical trips into the deep woods, forraging and hunting. Less is more with Rype, offering a last and fit specific to women, while maintaining the 
specifications for a full spectrum hunting experience. A high profile boot, we have added an elastic band at the calf to ensure a snug and secure fit for all wearers. With an 
inproved heel kicker and a sturdy sole, great traction is a priority. Rype will stand up to long days in wet terrain without compromising comfort. All Viking rubber boots are 
handmade in natural rubber.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Rype 1-33210 Size Delivery
Premium Hunting Boot for Women Price: 1200.00 36 - 43 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Anti-slip 

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Removable insole

•  PVC free

•  Vegan
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Viking's Trophy Pro High boot is an award-winning, year-over-year customer favorite offering the ultimate performance on unpredicatble trails and rugged terrain. Trophy Pro is 
the top of the line and is equipped with the stellar, self cleaning Inverness 816C Sole from Vibram. Built atop this great Vibram platform, with its deep multidirectional tread 
pattern, you're ready for long, off-road marches in wet and muddy conditions These boots are constructed from a low-density rubber compound that lightens the boot's overall 
weight without compromising quality. Rubber is triple-layered throughout the foot of the boot for added stability and durability. Trophy has a high-rise shaft and adjustable gusset 
that sits at the top of the boot to battle the elements and help keep you dry. Designed for hunters and herdsmen, the shaft is lined with a hard-wearing and quick-drying polyester 
lining. The contoured EVA insole is designed for all-day comfort and is removable for quick drying. This boot features a standard fit throughout the shaft and ankle, with a more 
spacious foot area.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Trophy Pro High 1-43400 Size Delivery
Premium Tough and Reliable Hunting Boot Price: 1600.00 36 - 47 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Improved grip and traction with Vibram

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit 

•  High-comfort moldable insole

•  PVC free

24
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Active Active Outdoor

Trophy Neo is a versatile hybrid boot for hunters and herdsmen. This boot offers the ultimate performance on muddy trails and rugged terrain. A multi-layer  shell, a steel shank, 
and an integrated toe cap deliver added protection and durability. The shaft and lining has 5 mm neoprene, which is lightweight, flexible, waterproof and warm. Trophy Neo is 
equipped with Viking's unique UGC® sole- a rugged outer sole with deep multidirectional lugs covering the outer sole and arch for a high traction grip outdoors.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Neoprene

•  Upper Material: Rubber/Neoprene

NEW

Trophy Neo High 1-43405 Size Delivery
Rugged and Reliable Hunting Boot Price: 1500.00 36 - 47 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Neoprene lining for insolation and comfort.

•  High-comfort moldable insole

•  PVC free

24

Viking's Trophy boot is an award-winning, year-over-year customer favorite offering the ultimate performance on muddy trails and rugged terrain. These boots are constructed 
from a low-density rubber compound that lightens the boot's overall weight without compromising quality. Rubber is triple-layered throughout the foot of the boot for added stability 
and durability. This version of Trophy has a mid -rise shaft and adjustable strap that sits at the top of the boot astride the calf to battle the elements and help keep you dry. 
Designed for hunters and herdsmen, these boots come equipped with Viking's unique UGC® sole- a rugged outer sole with deep multidirectional lugs covering the outer sole, 
even the arch, for a perfect high traction grip outdoors. The shaft is lined with a hard-wearing and quick-drying polyester lining. The contoured EVA insole is designed for all-day 
comfort and is removable for quick drying. This boot features a standard fit throughout the shaft and ankle, with a more spacious foot area.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Trophy Mid 1-43410 Size Delivery
Tough, Reliable mid-height Hunting Boot Price: 1300.00 36 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Cuff to protect from rain

•  High-comfort moldable insole

•  PVC free

24

Viking's Trophy boot is an award-winning, year-over-year customer favorite offering the ultimate performance on muddy trails and rugged terrain. These boots are constructed 
from a low-density rubber compound that lightens the boot's overall weight without compromising quality. Rubber is triple-layered throughout the foot of the boot for added stability 
and durability. Trophy has a high-rise shaft and adjustable gusset that sits at the top of the boot to battle the elements and help keep you dry. Designed for hunters and 
herdsmen, these boots come equipped with Viking's unique UGC® sole- a rugged outer sole with deep multidirectional lugs covering the outer sole, even the arch, for a perfect 
high traction grip outdoors. The shaft is lined with a hard-wearing and quick-drying polyester lining. The contoured EVA insole is designed for all-day comfort and is removable for 
quick drying. This boot features a standard fit throughout the shaft and ankle, with a more spacious foot area.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Trophy High 1-43415 Size Delivery
Rugged and Reliable Hunting Boot ( Price: 1400.00 36 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit 

•  High-comfort moldable insole

•  PVC free

24
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Active Active Outdoor

Viking's Trophy Camo boot is an award-winning, year-over-year customer favorite offering the ultimate performance on muddy trails and rugged terrain with a stealth camouflage 
pattern. These boots are constructed from a low-density rubber compound that lightens the boot's overall weight without compromising quality. Rubber is triple-layered throughout 
the foot of the boot for added stability and durability. Trophy Camo has a high-rise shaft and adjustable gusset strap that sits at the top of the boot to battle the elements and help 
keep you dry with a secure fit. Designed for hunters and herdsmen, these boots come equipped with Viking's unique UGC® sole- a rugged outer sole with deep multidirectional 
lugs covering the outer sole, even the arch, for a perfect high traction grip outdoors. The shaft is lined with a hard-wearing and quick-drying polyester lining. The contoured EVA 
insole is designed for all-day comfort and is removable for quick drying. This boot features a standard fit throughout the shaft and ankle, with a more spacious foot area.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Trophy Camo High 1-43420 Size Delivery
Rugged and Reliable Hunting Boot Price: 1500.00 36 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit 

•  High-comfort moldable insole

•  PVC free

81

Terrain 2 is a mid-cut natural rubber boot with an adjustable waterproof nylon cuff and a top toggle closure that prevents mud and water from entering. The Ultimate Grip 
Concept® outsole offers best-in-class traction across all surfaces and terrain and is crafted from Viking's lightest rubber blend and designed to reduce weight throughout the shoe 
and combat fatigue. Terrain II has a standard fit, is lined with quick-drying polyester,  and is constructed from abrasion-resistant natural rubber, which is flexible for more natural 
movement and comfort throughout the day.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Terrain 2 1-47400 Size Delivery
High Traction Waterproof Boot Price: 1000.00 36 - 47 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Cuff to protect from rain

•  Removable insole

•  Ease the pull off w/heel spur

4

Touring 3 is a versatile rubber boot designed to handle anything from light utility work to stalking on a game trail. This category favorite is perfect for anyone seeking reliable 
waterproof protection. It features a rubberized canvas cuff with an adjustable strap to create a snug fit. The quick-drying polyester lining wicks away moisture, and a stiffer canvas 
material throughout the toe adds stability. The rugged rubber outsole delivers a solid grip across wet surfaces and challenging terrain.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Touring 3 1-47500 Size Delivery
All Around Comfort and Protection Price: 900.00 36 - 47 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit 

•  High-comfort moldable insole

•  Ease the pull off w/heel spur

2 4
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Active Active Outdoor

Perfect for rainy days at a mountain retreat or Sundays in a backyard garden, Balder II is a versatile rubber boot that can withstand the wettest weather. Constructed from natural 
rubber, Balder II  is abrasion-resistant, waterproof, and with a flexible fit and reenforced toecap for extra protection and durability. The multidirectional lug pattern provides stable 
footing in wet conditions and rough terrain. A wide fit around the ankle supports more comfortable movement throughout the day. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Balder 2 1-49500 Size Delivery
High Performance Rubber Boot Price: 800.00 36 - 47 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Rubber outsole

•  Durable inner lining

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

•  Removable insole

250

Designed in the 60s, this customer favorite is still going strong with some modern upgrades!
Built for tackling wet and muddy terrain, the Slagbjorn 4.0  is constructed from natural rubber, known for its elasticity, durability, and waterproof protection. The ergonomic insole 
is removable for convenience and quick drying. The non-marking, high traction outsole delivers reliable stability through the most rugged terrain. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Slagbjorn 4 1-49600 Size Delivery
All Around Boot Price: 1100.00 36 - 47 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Rubber outsole

•  Quick-dry lining

•  High-comfort moldable insole

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

4

Tough boots for wet and rugged work, Viking's Kunto is a waterproof rubber work boot with best-in-class traction and comfort designed for strenuous and challenging jobs. Kunto 
features an extended upper shaft with an adjustable gummed canvas gaiter, abrasion-resistant canvas lining, and a non-marking rubber outsole. These boots are 100% 
waterproof and constructed by hand from natural rubber with a standard slim fit through the body with a wide ankle for a more natural range of motion.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Kunto 1-49740 Size Delivery
Tall Waterproof Work Boot Price: 800.00 35 - 48 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Rubber outsole

•  Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit 

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Handmade

•  PVC free

2
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Active Active Outdoor

A favourite new tool for women farmers, Grassland is an acid-resistant work boot for demanding conditions and everyday use. With a half-length shaft and a special sole that is 
mud resistant, the boot is suitable for use working with and riding horses, made from an extra resistant rubber blend that withstands rough use around the farm. It has a smooth, 
polyester lining which makes the boots easy to get on and off as well as an ergonomic footbed that is removable for easy drying. The rubber sole provides good traction in all 
conditions around the workplace. GRASSLAND is a comfortable boot that is particularly suited for tough environments. The mid-cut farm s boot also useful for riding and 
available from size 33 for young farmhands.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Grassland Mid 1-53300 Size Delivery
Farm ready, urine resistant rubber boot Price: 900.00 33 - 43 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Uric and acid resistant

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Vegan

•  PVC free

•  Removable insole

2 18

A favourite new tool for women on the pasture, Grassland is a livestock urine resistant work boot for demanding conditions and everyday use. With a full length shaft and a 
special sole that is mud resistant, the boot is suitable for working with and riding horses, made from an extra resistant rubber blend that withstands rough use around the farm. It 
has a smooth, polyester lining which makes the boots easy to get on and off as well as an ergonomic footbed and an inner sole that is removable for easy drying. The rubber 
outer sole provides good traction in all conditions around the workplace. Grassland is a comfortable boot that is particularly suited for tough environments.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Grassland High 1-53305 Size Delivery
Farm ready, urine resistant rubber boot Price: 1000.00 33 - 43 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Uric and acid resistant

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Vegan

•  PVC free

•  Removable insole

2 218

When your hunt takes you deep into the wet and wild backcountry, you're prepared with Viking's lightweight and packable Elk Hunter Light. These lightweight waterproof hunting 
boots feature a quick-drying inner liner with a molded insole and supportive fit that slip on effortlessly. The shaft provides the robust protection and durability you expect from 
Viking. UGC® rubber outsoles by Viking deliver traction and stability when every step counts.

•  Sole/midsole: EVA/Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Elk Hunter Light 1-60810 Size Delivery
Lightweight and Packable Rubber Boot Price: 1500.00 37 - 47 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Packable 

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Ease the slide in w/pull tab

•  PVC free

402
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Active Active Outdoor

Built to confidently take on the toughest trails even in wet conditions, Vikings Anaconda Light V Boa GTX help you move quickly and comfortably over any terrain. These sleek 
lightweight hiking shoes feature a reflective upper, a sturdy toe cap, rubber mud guards, and an optimized tread pattern for stability. The new 2-way BOA® Fit System replaces 
laces for fast, effortless and precision fit, and the GORE-TEX waterproof membrane that delivers comfort and protection at any activity level.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Anaconda Light V GTX BOA 3-51200 Size Delivery
Premium Lightweight Waterproof Trail Shoe Price: 2100.00 36 - 48 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  BOA® Fit System 

•  Lightweight

•  Improved grip and traction with Michelin

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Engineered mesh (Material)

2

Hit your local trail with the Day Pro GTX. These shoes are built for the no-nonsense customer. The lightweight Vibram sole and EVA midsole work together to provide the best 
cushioning and shock absorption at Viking. At the same time, the curved shape delivers energy returns with every step. The breathable, OEKO-TEX 100 standard and Bluesign® 
certified GORE-TEX waterproof membrane keeps feet dry and comfortable around town and in the woods.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Day Pro GTX 3-52150 Size Delivery
Versatile Waterproof Outdoor Shoe Price: 1900.00 36 - 47 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Improved grip and traction with Vibram

•  Lightweight

•  Vibram Rollingait sole for natural movement

2

Viking Adventure Sandal is the active sandal design you've been waiting for. It offers support, breathability and confidence while on the move all day long. From family excursions 
to walks near the sand and surf, Adventure has you covered. A soft EVA footbed provides the comfort to keep you upright and newly tooled rubber toe caps protect from stubbs.  
A webbed upper design keeps your feet cool, and pull tabs help to take Adventure on and off with ease. Adventure is salt water resistant, quick dry and machine washable. Come 
on and choose your adventure!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Adventure M+W 3-53745 Size Delivery
Reliable and supportive sandal Price: 700.00 36 - 47 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Saltwater resistant footbed

•  Vegan

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Lightweight

•  Rubber outsole

•  protective toe cap

277
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Active Active Outdoor

Built to confidently take on the trails and give you confidence to concentrate on the path ahead, Vikings Anaconda Trail GTX helps you move quickly and comfortably over any 
terrain. These sleek, lightweight trail shoes feature Viking's signature UGC® outsole for unmatched grip and stability, with the look and touch of a modern performance runner 
and the protective breathability of a GORE-TEX membrane.  Speed laces and a easy on pull loop at the back make Anaconda Trail the go-to style for everyday activities from 
walking the dog to a nice hike in nature.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Anaconda Trail Low GTX M 3-53850 Size Delivery
Performance all-terrain active shoe Price: 1900.00 41 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Engineered mesh (Material)

•  Lightweight

•  Vegan

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

2 3588 85

Built to confidently take on the trails and give you confidence to concentrate on the path ahead, Vikings Anaconda Trail GTX helps you move quickly and comfortably over any 
terrain. These sleek, lightweight trail shoes feature Viking's signature UGC® outsole for unmatched grip and stability, with the look and touch of a modern performance runner 
and the protective breathability of a GORE-TEX membrane.  Speed laces and a easy on pull loop at the back make Anaconda Trail the go-to style for everyday activities from 
walking the dog to a nice hike in nature.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Anaconda Trail Low GTX W 3-53855 Size Delivery
Performance all-terrain active shoe Price: 1900.00 36 - 43 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Engineered mesh (Material)

•  Lightweight

•  Vegan

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

2 6657

Built to confidently take on the trails and give you confidence to concentrate on the path ahead, Vikings Anaconda Trail GTX helps you move quickly and comfortably over any 
terrain. These sleek, lightweight trail shoes feature Viking's signature UGC® outsole for unmatched grip and stability, with the look and touch of a modern performance runner 
and the protective breathability of a GORE-TEX membrane.  Speed laces and a easy on pull loop at the back make Anaconda Trail the go-to style for everyday activities from 
walking the dog to a nice hike in nature.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Anaconda Trail GTX BOA M 3-53860 Size Delivery
Performance all-terrain active shoe Price: 2200.00 41 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  BOA® Fit System 

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Engineered mesh (Material)

•  Lightweight

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

201 1431 8952
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Active Active Outdoor

Built to confidently take on the trails and give you confidence to concentrate on the path ahead, Vikings Anaconda Trail GTX helps you move quickly and comfortably over any 
terrain. These sleek, lightweight trail shoes feature Viking's signature UGC® outsole for unmatched grip and stability, with the look and touch of a modern performance runner 
and the protective breathability of a GORE-TEX membrane.  Speed laces and a easy on pull loop at the back make Anaconda Trail the go-to style for everyday activities from 
walking the dog to a nice hike in nature.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Anaconda Trail GTX BOA W 3-53865 Size Delivery
Performance all-terrain active shoe Price: 2200.00 36 - 43 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  BOA® Fit System 

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Engineered mesh (Material)

•  Lightweight

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

2 3401

Anaconda Hike Boa GTX delivers everything you need for your next adventure! Anaconda Hike Boa GTX offers a perfect balance of cushioning and control with the use of a 
combination EVA sole, utilizing varying hardness in zones where it is needed. You can feel confident on rough wet trails with a breathable GORE-TEX waterproof membrane, 
shock-absorbent midsoles, and self-molding insoles. The BOA® Fit System  for fast and effortless entry, exits, and adjustments on the go. The retooled UGC® outsoles with deep 
lugs made from natural rubber deliver reliable traction wherever the trails take you.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Synthetic /Textile

NEW

Anaconda Hike Low GTX BOA M 3-53870 Size Delivery
Performance trail hiking shoe Price: 2300.00 41 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  BOA® Fit System 

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Engineered mesh (Material)

•  Lightweight

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

2 24 35

Anaconda Hike Boa GTX delivers everything you need for your next adventure! Anaconda Hike Boa GTX offers a perfect balance of cushioning and control with the use of a 
combination EVA sole, utilizing varying hardness in zones where it is needed. You can feel confident on rough wet trails with a breathable GORE-TEX waterproof membrane, 
shock-absorbent midsoles, and self-molding insoles. The BOA® Fit System for fast and effortless entry, exits, and adjustments on the go. The retooled UGC® outsoles with deep 
lugs made from natural rubber deliver reliable traction wherever the trails take you.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Synthetic /Textile

NEW

Anaconda Hike Low GTX BOA W 3-53875 Size Delivery
Performance trail hiking shoe Price: 2300.00 36 - 43 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  BOA® Fit System 

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Engineered mesh (Material)

•  Lightweight

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

2 2001 24
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Active Active Outdoor

Apex GTX Boa is a technical and stabile performance shoe that showcases sustainability and Viking's signature quality while without sacrificing style. Under the abrasion 
resistant mesh upper sits a breathable, waterproof GORE-TEX membrane that delivers comfort at any activity level. BOA® Fit System  makes a precision fit for your activiy 
possible. Apex is set apart by the reliability of its sizeable EVA midsole that provides  shock absorption for comfort when logging serious distances. A broad, high profile rubber 
outsole gives these trail shoes a secure stride. Apex Boa features many components that are made from up-to 100% recycled materials and a zero-waste manufacturing process, 
including the upper, webbings lining and toe box.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Apex III GTX BOA M 3-53880 Size Delivery
Rugged and stable trail shoe Price: 2100.00 41 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  BOA® Fit System 

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Lightweight

•  Packable 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

2 588

Apex GTX Boa is a technical and stabile performance shoe that showcases sustainability and Viking's signature quality while without sacrificing style. Under the abrasion 
resistant mesh upper sits a breathable, waterproof GORE-TEX membrane that delivers comfort at any activity level.  BOA® Fit System  makes a precision fit for your activiy 
possible. Apex is set apart by the reliability of its sizeable EVA midsole that provides  shock absorption for comfort when logging serious distances. A broad, high profile rubber 
outsole gives these trail shoes a secure stride. Apex Boa features many components that are made from up-to 100% recycled materials and a zero-waste manufacturing process, 
including the upper, webbings lining and toe box.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Apex III BOA GTX W 3-53885 Size Delivery
Rugged and stable trail shoe Price: 2100.00 36 - 43 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  BOA® Fit System 

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Lightweight

•  Packable 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

2

Apex Slip On is a perfect performance shoe for the travelling explorer in addition to those who seek adventure close to home. Highly packable, easy to put on and take off and 
easy to clip to a bag during a hike, Apex can't be beat as a trusty travel assistant. Featuring an air mesh upper, breathable GORE-TEX membrane and elastic laces, Apex is set 
apart by the stability of its sizeable EVA midsole that provides reliable shock absorption for comfort when logging serious distances. A broad, high profile rubber outsole gives 
these trail shoes a secure stride. Apex Slip On features many components that are made from up-to 100% recycled materials and a zero-waste manufacturing process, including 
the upper, webbings lining and toe box and laces.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Apex Slip on M 3-53890 Size Delivery
Light and packable active shoe Price: 1600.00 40 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Lightweight

•  Easy slip on/off

•  Recycled knitted upper

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Recycled laces

201 24 3501
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Active Active Outdoor

Apex Slip On is a perfect performance shoe for the travelling explorer in addition to those who seek adventure close to home. Highly packable, easy to put on and take off and 
easy to clip to a bag during a hike, Apex can't be beat as a trusty travel assistant. Featuring an air mesh upper, breathable GORE-TEX membrane and elastic laces, Apex is set 
apart by the stability of its sizeable EVA midsole that provides reliable shock absorption for comfort when logging serious distances. A broad, high profile rubber outsole gives 
these trail shoes a secure stride. Apex Slip On features many components that are made from up-to 100% recycled materials and a zero-waste manufacturing process, including 
the upper, webbings lining and toe box and laces.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Apex Slip on W 3-53895 Size Delivery
Light and packable active shoe Price: 1600.00 36 - 43 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Lightweight

•  Easy slip on/off

•  Recycled knitted upper

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Recycled laces

2008 24 8985

Villrein De Luxe Tall GTX delivers lightweight GORE-TEX waterproof protection, comfort, and durability for hours of tracking through backcountry wilderness. Enjoy the hunt with 
a supportive upper made of full-grain leather that has been reinforced with a rugged mudguard at the toe. Get an unbeatable high traction grip with an arched, tough rubber 
outsole perfect for changing terrain. Villrein De Luxe Tall GTX features improved flexibility and durability for reliable comfort and protection. Made in Europe, this timeless classic 
will have you in the mood and ready to take aim!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Performance

•  Upper Material: Full Grain

NEW

Villrein De Luxe Tall GTX 3-53930 Size Delivery
European-made leather hunting boot Price: 3700.00 36 - 48 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Nubuck leather

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Lightweight

•  Protective mudguard

1810

Villrein High Boa GTX delivers GORE-TEX waterproof protection, comfort, and durability for hours of tracking through backcountry wilderness. Enjoy the hunt with a supportive 
upper made of tough full-grain leather, equipped with the BOA® Fit System for a fast and effortless precision fit. Get an unbeatable high traction grip with UGC® rubber outsoles. 
Villrein High Boa GTX has a medium-wide last and lightweight EVA midsole with excellent cushioning for all-day comfort.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Performance

•  Upper Material: Full Grain

NEW

Villrein High GTX BOA 3-53935 Size Delivery
Premium full-spectrum hunting boot Price: 3300.00 36 - 48 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  BOA® Fit System 

•  Nubuck leather

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Protective mudguard

210 1810
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Active Active Outdoor

The mountains are calling, and Villrein High GTX is ready to go! These versatile hunting boots feature an extended high cut ankle support to protect you through changing terrain, 
rough conditions and land features, as well as to buttress your legs during challenging uphills. Villrein GTX combines GORE-TEX waterproof protection and quick-drying comfort 
for any adventure in unpredictable terrain and weather. Excel in technical terrain with rugged full-grain leather uppers and the help of Viking's Ultimate Grip Concept outsoles. 
They offer a sturdy high-traction experience and a fit that renders a perfect balance of cushioning and control with the use of a combination EVA sole, utilizing varying hardness in 
zones where it is needed.  These dynamic hunters cannot be beat.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Full Grain

NEW

Villrein High GTX M 3-53940 Size Delivery
Verstille high hunting boot Price: 2600.00 41 - 48 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Nubuck leather

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Lightweight

•  Protective mudguard

210 1810

The mountains are calling, and Villrein Mid GTX is ready to go! These versatile hunting boots feature a mid cut frame just over the ankle for continued stability in rough terrain but 
ease in technical hikes and ascents. Villrein GTX combines GORE-TEX waterproof protection and quick-drying comfort for any adventure in unpredictable terrain and weather. 
Excel in technical terrain with rugged full-grain leather uppers and the help of Viking's Ultimate Grip Concept outsoles.  They offer a sturdy high-traction experience and a fit that 
renders a perfect balance of cushioning and control with the use of a combination EVA sole, utilizing varying hardness in zones where it is needed. These dynamic hunters 
cannot be beat.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Full Grain

NEW

Villrein Mid GTX M 3-53945 Size Delivery
Versatile mid hunting boot Price: 2300.00 41 - 48 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Nubuck leather

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Lightweight

•  Protective mudguard

210 1810

The mountains are calling, and Villrein High GTX is ready to go! These versatile hunting boots feature an extended high cut ankle support to protect you through changing terrain, 
rough conditions and land features, as well as to buttress your legs during challenging uphills. Villrein GTX combines GORE-TEX waterproof protection and quick-drying comfort 
for any adventure in unpredictable terrain and weather. Excel in technical terrain with rugged full-grain leather uppers and the help of Viking's Ultimate Grip Concept outsoles. 
They offer a sturdy high-traction experience and a fit that renders a perfect balance of cushioning and control with the use of a combination EVA sole, utilizing varying hardness in 
zones where it is needed.  These dynamic hunters cannot be beat.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Full Grain

NEW

Villrein High GTX W 3-53950 Size Delivery
Verstille high hunting boot Price: 2600.00 36 - 43 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Nubuck leather

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Lightweight

•  Protective mudguard

210 1810
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Active Active Outdoor

The mountains are calling, and Villrein Mid GTX is ready to go! These versatile hunting boots feature a mid cut frame just over the ankle for continued stability in rough terrain but 
ease in technical hikes and ascents. Villrein GTX combines GORE-TEX waterproof protection and quick-drying comfort for any adventure in unpredictable terrain and weather. 
Excel in technical terrain with rugged full-grain leather uppers and the help of Viking's Ultimate Grip Concept outsoles.  They offer a sturdy high-traction experience and a fit that 
renders a perfect balance of cushioning and control with the use of a combination EVA sole, utilizing varying hardness in zones where it is needed. These dynamic hunters 
cannot be beat.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Full Grain

NEW

Villrein Mid GTX W 3-53955 Size Delivery
Versatile mid hunting boot Price: 2300.00 36 - 43 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Nubuck leather

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Lightweight

•  Protective mudguard

210 7756

The Hunter GTX is a leather hunting boot that provides unbeatable support for hours of tracking through the backcountry wilderness. Viking Hunter GTX is constructed from 
sturdy durable leather with a lightweight GORE-TEX waterproof lining for wet weather protection. These boots feature a wide last, with an integrated  rubber toe cap for added 
durability and protection from rocks and roots. Viking Hunter GTX comes with a high-traction UGC® rubber sole, perfect for changing terrian!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/PU UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Performance, Ultimate

•  Upper Material: Full Grain

Viking Hunter GTX 3-74450 Size Delivery
Classic Hunting Boot Price: 3500.00 36 - 48 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Full grain leather

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Protective mudguard

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Removable insole

18

Anaconda 4x4 Boa GTX delivers everything you need for your next adventure! Anaconda 4x4 Boa GTX is sturdy and supportive and keeps you comfortable and protected on 
rough wet trails with a breathable GORE-TEX waterproof membrane, shock-absorbent EVA midsoles, and self-molding insoles. The BOA® Fit System replaces laces for fast and 
effortless entry, exits, and adjustments on the go. UGC® outsoles with deep lugs made from natural rubber deliver reliable traction wherever the trails take you.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Anaconda 4x4 GTX BOA 3-89210 Size Delivery
Stable and protective hiking shoe Price: 2100.00 36 - 47 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  BOA® Fit System 

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  High-comfort moldable insole

231
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Active Active Outdoor

The Day GTX M is a lightweight, versatile hiking shoe that delivers a solid grip, comfort, and wet weather protection with every step. Durable construction stands up to rough 
wear, and the GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof protection and high breathability. EVA midsoles cushion every step for all-day comfort. The UGC® outsole is 
made from soft rubber with a distinct lug pattern for an unbeatable grip on any trial.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Day GTX M 3-90350 Size Delivery
Versatile Waterproof Outdoor Shoe Price: 1600.00 41 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Lightweight

•  Removable insole

•  High breathability

278

The Day GTX W is a lightweight, versatile hiking shoe that delivers a solid grip, comfort, and wet weather protection with every step. Durable construction stands up to rough 
wear, and the GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof protection and high breathability. EVA midsoles cushion every step for all-day comfort. The UGC® outsole is 
made from soft rubber with a distinct lug pattern for an unbeatable grip on any trial.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Day GTX W 3-90365 Size Delivery
Versatile Waterproof Outdoor Shoe Price: 1600.00 36 - 43 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Lightweight

•  Removable insole

•  High breathability

278

The Day Mid GTX M is a lightweight, versatile hiking shoe that delivers a solid grip, comfort, and wet weather protection with every step. Durable construction stands up to rough 
wear, and the GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof protection and high breathability. The mid-high profile delivers extended ankle support and protection, and EVA 
midsoles cushion every step. The UGC® outsole is made from soft rubber with a distinct lug pattern for an unbeatable grip on any trial.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comf. Prism

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Day Mid GTX M 3-90370 Size Delivery
Versatile Waterproof Outdoor Shoe Price: 1700.00 41 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Rubber outsole

•  Removable insole

•  Lightweight

202
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Active Active Outdoor

The Day Mid GTX M is a lightweight, versatile hiking shoe that delivers a solid grip, comfort, and wet weather protection with every step. Durable construction stands up to rough 
wear, and the GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof protection and high breathability. The mid-high profile delivers extended ankle support and protection, and EVA 
midsoles cushion every step. The UGC® outsole is made from soft rubber with a distinct lug pattern for an unbeatable grip on any trial.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comf. Prism

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Day Mid GTX W 3-90375 Size Delivery
Versatile Waterproof Outdoor Shoe Price: 1700.00 36 - 43 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Rubber outsole

•  Removable insole

•  Lightweight

202

Terrain-tested and expert-approved,  this innovative mid-cut trekker will get you to new heights. Move confidently with a grip you can trust - a Vibram high profile outsole balances 
superior traction with rugged longevity, and a Rolling Gait System supports natural movement. Cerra Rolling GTX keeps you comfortable with a wide toe box. A rebounding foam 
insole and a GORE-TEX membrane will ensure your feet remain dry and protected in the toughest conditions. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/PU

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Cerra Rolling Mid GTX 3-91470 Size Delivery
Lightweight Speed-Hiker with MegaGrip Price: 2400.00 36 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Improved grip and traction with Vibram

•  Vibram Rollingait sole for natural movement

•  Ortholite comfort foam insole

•  Protective mudguard

•  Lightweight

234

Explore higher, further, and longer with Cerra Speed GTX, a lightweight waterproof speed hiker - absolutely packed with high-performance features. Cerra Speed GTX features a 
high-traction Vibram MegaGrip outsole, EVA Foam cushioning that creates an easier experience for joints, and a GORE-TEX waterproof membrane that keeps your feet 
comfortable and dry in whatever conditions you may encounter.  The BOA® Fit System replaces laces for fast and effortless entry, exits, and adjustments on the fly.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA, VIBRAM

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended comf. Jazz

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Cerra Speed GTX BOA 3-91480 Size Delivery
Lightweight Speed-Hiker with MegaGrip Price: 2300.00 36 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  BOA® Fit System 

•  Sock fit construction

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Improved grip and traction with Vibram

•  Lightweight

234
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Active Active Outdoor

Explore higher, further, and longer with Cerra Speed GTX, a lightweight waterproof speed hiker - absolutely packed with high-performance features. Cerra Speed GTX features a 
high-traction Vibram MegaGrip outsole, EVA Foam cushioning that creates an easier experience for joints and reduces fatigue, and a GORE-TEX waterproof membrane that 
keeps your feet comfortable and dry in whatever conditions you may encounter.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA, VIBRAM

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended comf. Jazz

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Cerra Speed GTX 3-91485 Size Delivery
Lightweight Speed-Hiker with MegaGrip Price: 2100.00 36 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Improved grip and traction with Vibram

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  High-comfort moldable insole

•  Protective mudguard

•  Lightweight

234

The Comfort light GTX is a lightweight, all-round hiking shoe that delivers good grip, high comfort and wet weather protection with every step. A durable construction stands up to 
rough wear and the GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof protection and high breathability. The Gore-tex membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 standard and Bluesign® 
certified. The mid high design gives ankle support and protection, while an EVA midsole cushions every step. For great trail grip, the UGC® outsole is made of soft rubber with a 
distinct lug pattern.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Comfort Light GTX W 3-91510 Size Delivery
All-Round Hiking Shoe Price: 1400.00 36 - 43 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  High breathability

•  Removable insole

•  Lightweight

2

The Comfort Light GTX M is a lightweight, versatile hiking shoe that delivers a solid grip, comfort, and wet weather protection with every step. Durable construction stands up to 
rough wear, and the GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof protection and high breathability.EVA midsoles cushions every step for all-day comfort. The UGC® outsole 
is made from soft rubber with a distinct lug pattern for an unbeatable grip on any trial.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Comfort Light GTX M 3-91515 Size Delivery
All-Round Hiking Shoe Price: 1400.00 40 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Rubber outsole

•  Removable insole

•  Lightweight

2
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Active Active Outdoor

Looking for shoes that really go places? The Comfort Light Mid GTX W is a lightweight, versatile hiking shoe that delivers a solid grip, comfort, and wet weather protection with 
every step. Durable construction and extended ankle support stands up to rough wear. The GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof protection and high breathability. 
EVA midsoles cushions every step for all-day comfort. The UGC® outsole is made from soft rubber with a distinct lug pattern for an unbeatable grip on any trial. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Comfort Light Mid GTX W 3-91520 Size Delivery
All-Round Hiking Shoe Price: 1500.00 36 - 43 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  High breathability

•  Removable insole

•  Lightweight

2

Looking for shoes that really go places? The Comfort Light Mid GTX M is a lightweight, versatile hiking shoe that delivers a solid grip, comfort, and wet weather protection with 
every step. Durable construction and extended ankle support stands up to rough wear. The GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof protection and high breathability. 
EVA midsoles cushions every step for all-day comfort. The UGC® outsole is made from soft rubber with a distinct lug pattern for an unbeatable grip on any trial. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Comfort Light Mid GTX M 3-91525 Size Delivery
All-Round Hiking Shoe Price: 1500.00 42 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Rubber outsole

•  Removable insole

•  Lightweight

2

Explore higher, further and longer with this modern leather and waterproof speed hiker that is packed with high performance innovations. This low-cut technical all-terrain shoe 
employs Viking's durable and high-traction UGC® outsole. A premium EVA Foam cushioning offers powerful energy return with every step, and to help your feet enjoy the ride, a 
GORE-TEX membrane keeps you comfortable and dry in whatever conditions the trail encounters. Tough, premium engineering for the dynamic, the strong and the brave. Cerra 
Hik Low features many components that are made from up-to 100% recycled materials and a zero-waste manufacturing process, including the webbings lining and toe box. The 
leather upper is sustainably sourced from Gold Medal rated tanneries. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Leather / Textile

NEW

Cerra Hike Low GTX W 3-92335 Size Delivery
Fortified performance Hiker Price: 1900.00 36 - 43 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Sustainably produced Leather

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Removable insole

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

2803 7789
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Active Active Outdoor

Explore higher, further and longer with this modern leather and waterproof speed hiker that is packed with high performance innovations. This  technical all-terrain shoe employs 
Viking's durable and high-traction UGC® outsole. A premium EVA Foam cushioning offers powerful energy return with every step, and to help your feet enjoy the ride, a GORE-
TEX membrane keeps you comfortable and dry in whatever conditions the trail encounters. Tough, premium engineering for the dynamic, the strong and the brave. Cerra Hike 
Mid features many components that are made from up-to 100% recycled materials and a zero-waste manufacturing process, including the webbings lining and toe box. The 
leather upper is sustainably sourced from Gold Medal rated tanneries. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Leather / Textile

NEW

Cerra Hike Mid GTX W 3-92340 Size Delivery
Fortified performance Hiker Price: 2100.00 36 - 43 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Sustainably produced Leather

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Removable insole

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

489 6671

Explore higher, further and longer with this modern leather and waterproof speed hiker that is packed with high performance innovations. This supportive, high cut shoe employs 
Viking's durable and high-traction UGC® outsole. A premium EVA Foam cushioning offers powerful energy return with every step, and to help your feet enjoy the ride, a GORE-
TEX membrane keeps you comfortable and dry in whatever conditions the trail encounters. Tough, premium engineering for the dynamic, the strong and the brave. Cerra High 
features many components that are made from up-to 100% recycled materials and a zero-waste manufacturing process, including the upper, webbings lining and toe box.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Leather / Textile

NEW

Cerra Hike High GTX W 3-92345 Size Delivery
Fortified performance Hiker Price: 2300.00 36 - 43 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Sustainably produced Leather

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Removable insole

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

2889

Explore higher, further and longer with this modern leather and waterproof speed hiker that is packed with high performance innovations. This low-cut technical all-terrain shoe 
employs Viking's durable and high-traction UGC® outsole. A premium EVA Foam cushioning offers powerful energy return with every step, and to help your feet enjoy the ride, a 
GORE-TEX membrane keeps you comfortable and dry in whatever conditions the trail encounters. Tough, premium engineering for the dynamic, the strong and the brave. Cerra 
Hik Low features many components that are made from up-to 100% recycled materials and a zero-waste manufacturing process, including the webbings lining and toe box. The 
leather upper is sustainably sourced from Gold Medal rated tanneries. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Leather / Textile

NEW

Cerra Hike Low GTX M 3-92350 Size Delivery
Fortified performance Hiker Price: 1900.00 41 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Sustainably produced Leather

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Removable insole

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

374 3731 7789
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Active Active Outdoor

Explore higher, further and longer with this modern leather and waterproof speed hiker that is packed with high performance innovations. This technical all-terrain shoe employs 
Viking's durable and high-traction UGC® outsole. A premium EVA Foam cushioning offers powerful energy return with every step, and to help your feet enjoy the ride, a GORE-
TEX membrane keeps you comfortable and dry in whatever conditions the trail encounters. Tough, premium engineering for the dynamic, the strong and the brave. Cerra Hike 
Mid features many components that are made from up-to 100% recycled materials and a zero-waste manufacturing process, including the webbings lining and toe box. The 
leather upper is sustainably sourced from Gold Medal rated tanneries. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Leather / Textile

NEW

Cerra Hike Mid GTX M 3-92355 Size Delivery
Fortified performance Hiker Price: 2100.00 41 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Sustainably produced Leather

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Removable insole

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

374 3731 7789

Explore higher, further and longer with this modern leather and waterproof speed hiker that is packed with high performance innovations. This supportive, high cut shoe employs 
Viking's durable and high-traction UGC® outsole. A premium EVA Foam cushioning offers powerful energy return with every step, and to help your feet enjoy the ride, a GORE-
TEX membrane keeps you comfortable and dry in whatever conditions the trail encounters. Tough, premium engineering for the dynamic, the strong and the brave. Cerra High 
features many components that are made from up-to 100% recycled materials and a zero-waste manufacturing process, including the upper, webbings lining and toe box.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Performance, Sierra

•  Upper Material: Leather / Textile

NEW

Cerra Hike High GTX M 3-92360 Size Delivery
Fortified performance Hiker Price: 2300.00 41 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Sustainably produced Leather

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Removable insole

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

203 8913

No pressure, no pain, no limits! The Comfort Light GTX BOA M is a lightweight, versatile hiking shoe that delivers a solid grip, comfort, and wet weather protection with every 
step. Comfort Light GTX is equipped with the BOA® Fit System for a fast and effortless precision fit that reduces pressure points across your foot. Durable construction stands up 
to rough wear, and the GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof protection and high breathability. EVA midsoles cushions every step for all-day comfort. The UGC® 
outsole is made from soft rubber with a distinct lug pattern for an unbeatable grip on any trial.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Comfort Light GTX BOA M 3-92560 Size Delivery
All-Round Hiking Shoe Price: 1500.00 40 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Rubber outsole

•  Removable insole

•  Lightweight

2
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Active Active Outdoor

No pressure, no pain, no limits! The Comfort Light GTX BOA M is a lightweight, versatile hiking shoe that delivers a solid grip, comfort, and wet weather protection with every 
step. Comfort Light GTX is equipped with the BOA® Fit System for a fast and effortless precision fit that reduces pressure points across your foot. Durable construction stands up 
to rough wear, and the GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof protection and high breathability. EVA midsoles cushions every step for all-day comfort. The UGC® 
outsole is made from soft rubber with a distinct lug pattern for an unbeatable grip on any trial.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA UGC

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Comfort Light GTX BOA W 3-92565 Size Delivery
All-Round Hiking Shoe Price: 1500.00 36 - 43 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Ultimate grip powered by UGC® 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Rubber outsole

•  Removable insole

•  Lightweight

2
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Junior Junior Outdoor

Sun showers or thunderstorms, kids will love Storm Jr! A reflective band wraps around the top of the boot with a bright contrast logo for a fun wet weather look. These boots have 
a standard fit and are easy to slip on and off, with a lightweight synthetic textile lining. The entire boot is made of natural rubber which is elastic, resistant and waterproof. The sole 
is non-marking and the inner sole is removable for easy drying. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Storm Jr 1-22300 Size Delivery
Durable Rubber Boots Price: 650.00 28 - 41 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Ease the slide in w/pull tab

•  Handmade

•  Vegan

•  PVC free

2463 3568 9150 9448

NEW NEW NEW

Mira Jr. is a classic rubber rain boot, with a modern silhouette for a mature look that completes any wet weather outfit. Mira jr is handcrafted from durable natural rubber, is 100% 
waterproof, and a fit designed for small feet. Rubber lugs on the outsole are designed to provide extra traction in wet weather so kids never have to slow down! 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Mira Jr 1-23120 Size Delivery
Classic Rubber Boot Price: 750.00 28 - 39 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  PVC free

•  Handmade

•  Vegan

•  Quick-dry lining

2 13

The next generation of a relaxed and comfortable classic, Retro Logg Jr delivers waterproof protection from the elements, from city to nature escapes. The mid-high lace-up 
design with a semi-gloss finish is made from lightweight rubber blend that provides increased flexibility and lightens your step. The inside of the boot is equipped with a removable 
ergonomic insole that offers added arch support and shock absorption for all-day comfort. An inner polyester mesh and a canvas lining are quick-drying, just in case water ever 
finds its way in!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Retro Logg Jr 1-23500 Size Delivery
Retro Lace-up high Rubber Boot Price: 800.00 30 - 41 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  PVC free

•  Handmade

•  Vegan

•  Quick-dry lining

510 3718 7205
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For kids interested in celebrating their favorite cartoon character, Vendela is a sleek and fashionable junior rubber boot with a mid-high shaft and a classic silhouette that now 
features the timeless and carefree image of Moomin! A natural rubber construction means that the boot is durable, yet highly flexible and has good support and comfort. The 
boots slimmer profile and heel give a mature look. The outsole features lugs that provide good traction on uneven and slippery surfaces and a metal buckle on the shaft adds a 
touch of style. Vendela is trendy looking and versatile in any wet weather. PVC free and vegan, it is handmade in natural rubber. .

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Vendela Jr Moomin 1-23505 Size Delivery
Sophisticated and playuful city boot Price: 850.00 28 - 41 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  PVC free

•  Handmade

•  Vegan

•  Quick-dry lining

2

Field trips or fishing trips, Vikings Navigator II will keep you on track in any weather. The Navigator II has a standard fit and is made from durabile, flexible and waterproof natural 
rubber, with a reflective band around the top of the shaft. The rubber sole is non-marking and provides added traction, and the reinforced toe cap increases durability and 
protection from rocks and roots. Inside you can find a lightweight quick drying synthetic textile and removable inner sole.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Navigator II 1-24000 Size Delivery
High Traction Rubber Boots Price: 650.00 28 - 41 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Reflective details

•  Handmade

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

250

Adapted from our trusted adult style, Slagbjørn Jr. is a versatile boot built for taking on wet and muddy terrain while exploring the outdoors. Slagbjørn Jr. is constructed from 
Natural Rubber, which is flexible, durable and waterproof. It features a quick-drying polyester lining, and insole with a special junior last that fits growing feet. A non-marking, high 
traction sole helps keep young feet on the ground and front laces complete the look for this timeless and beloved junior rubber boot.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Slagbjorn Jr 1-28000 Size Delivery
High Traction Rubber Boots Price: 750.00 28 - 41 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Enhanced grip

•  Ease the pull off w/heel spur

•  Handmade

•  PVC free

9150
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Upgrade any rainy day with Ada Jr, a Chelsea boot with a mature city look, with the functionality parents demand. Ada Jr. is handmade from natural rubber, which is flexible, 
durable, and waterproof. These boots are easy to slip on and off, have a quick-drying lining, and a newly developed last design for girls that is slightly slimmer around the foot and 
instep for a supportive fit. The outsole has a heel for sophistication as well as deep lugs for good traction. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Ada Jr 1-28200 Size Delivery
Jr. Urban Rubber Boot Price: 700.00 28 - 41 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Handmade

•  Ease the slide in w/pull tab

•  Vegan

•  PVC free

2

Vendela Jr. is a classic rubber rain boot, with a modern silhouette for a mature look that completes any wet weather outfit. Vendela is handcrafted from durable natural rubber, is 
100% waterproof, and a fit designed for small feet. Rubber lugs on the outsole are designed to provide extra traction in wet weather so kids never have to slow down! 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Vendela Jr 1-28210 Size Delivery
Classic Rubber Boot Price: 800.00 28 - 41 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  PVC free

•  Handmade

•  Vegan

•  Quick-dry lining

2

This best-selling adult boot is now available to our junior Vikings! This low-cut boot has fit to maximize all-day comfort. Perfect for those not looking for full-length rubber boots, 
but an easy-to-wear stylish alternative to stay dry throughout the day. Handmade and constructed from natural rubber, it features elasticated-goring and has a back pull-tab to 
make these easy-on boots an easy choice. Subtle reflective details and a textured rubber sole keep this boot safe and stylish.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Praise Jr 1-60540 Size Delivery
Low Cut Urban Rubber Boot Price: 600.00 30 - 41 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Easy slip on/off

•  Handmade

•  Reflective details

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

2
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Spend the day at sea with our handmade natural rubber boots designed with all the challenges of the ocean in mind. These unisex boots have an outsole grip designed to work 
against slippery boat decks and give extra stability. Back pull tabs help with easy-on. Polyester lining and removable soles help with quick drying when the day is done. This 
product is vegan and PVC free.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Hvaler Jr 1-60700 Size Delivery
Classic Sailing Boot Price: 600.00 30 - 41 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Handmade

•  Vegan

•  Reflective details

•  PVC free

•  Removable insole

5 72

NEW

Sandoey is a go anywhere sandal that gives young feet total freedom and comfort on warm days, without sacrificing support and traction.This open toe sandal is made from a soft 
and quick-drying material with reinforcements on the sides and heel. Two Velcro straps over the foot make finding the perfect fit easy. The molded EVA midsole gives good 
support as well as extra cushioning, and a durable rubber outsole grips on all surfaces. Wear it to the beach, in the yard and even on long walks, Sandoey sets tweens feet free. 
This sandal has salt wather resistant Footbed. The sandal is washable at 30 degrees. We do not recommend using fabric softener.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Synthetic /Textile

Sandoey 3-46631 Size Delivery
Sporty Junior Sandals Price: 800.00 28 - 41 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Rubber outsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Vegan

•  Saltwater resistant footbed

•  Enhanced grip

215 3724

Built for speed, Ullevål offers junior a simple, yet stylish shoe for fast active play. For maximum breathability on warm days or when moving fast, the shoes are made from an 
open mesh material with welded reinforcements that support the foot. Inside, an EVA midsole helps to cushion every step and a perforated insole manages moisture on hot days. 
The shoes are easy to take on and off thanks to a speed lace system and the sole features high traction rubber that gives good grip on all surfaces. Ullevall is a perfect choice for 
high energy summer days. The shoe is washable at 30 degrees. We do not recommend using fabric softener.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Ullevaal 3-47660 Size Delivery
Light Kids Shoes Price: 700.00 28 - 41 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Climate control insole

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  High breathability

•  Rubber outsole

203 576 3921
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Nesoeya is a unique hybrid sandal with excellent breathability and the full protection of a shoe. Breathable, quick drying and elastic mesh wraps around the foot for comfort and 
support.  Open panels on the side allow for maximum airflow and toe reinforcements give extra protection and durability. The sandals have a foldable heel that turns it into a clog 
when needed and a single Velcro adjustment strap creates a snug fit. A molded EVA midsole gives good support as well as extra cushioning, and a durable rubber outsole grips 
on all surfaces. When the heat is on and kids need foot comfort and safety, Nesoeya delivers the highest performance.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Synthetic /Textile

Nesoeya 3-47710 Size Delivery
 Sporty Sandal Price: 700.00 28 - 41 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Climate control insole

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  High breathability

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

2

Arnes Low is a sporty junior shoe that takes spring and summer foot comfort to new heights. For maximum breathability on warm days or when active, the shoes are made from a 
lightweight open mesh material with welded reinforcements that support the foot. Inside, an EVA midsole helps to cushion every step and a perforated insole manages foot 
moisture. The shoes are easy to take on and off thanks to a speed lace system and the sole features high traction rubber that gives good grip on all surfaces. When temperatures 
rise and school gets out, Arnes Low is ready for all kinds of active play. The shoe is washable at 30 degrees. We do not recommend using fabric softener.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Arnes Low 3-48910 Size Delivery
Summer Shoes Price: 700.00 28 - 41 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Climate control insole

•  Speed lacing for quicker transitions and an 
adaptive fit

•  Engineered mesh (Material)

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

289 565 5398

NEW NEW

Bislett Mid GTX is a lightweight, sporty shoe with all the features kids need for their favorite high-energy activity. The shoe has a feather light construction made from breathable 
mesh and welded reinforcements as well as extra toe and heel protection for durability. For rainy days or running through wet grass, a Gore-Tex membrane keeps feet dry with 
100 percent waterproof protection. Elastic laces with a lace lock make for easy entry and adjustment. The shoes have an EVA midsole for good cushioning and fit most junior feet 
well with plenty of space for the toes. The shoe is washable at 30 degrees. We do not recommend using fabric softener.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Bislett II Mid GTX 3-49115 Size Delivery
Junior Mid-Cut Shoes with GORE-TEX Price: 1300.00 28 - 41 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Lightweight

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Rubber outsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

277 3921
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Ascend to new heights with Nator Low GTX, a premium waterproof light hiking shoe for active juniors. When conditions get wet, a GORE-TEX membrane keeps feet comfortable 
and dry and when the going gets tough and good grip will make sure the tough keep going. A full rubber outsole equipped with a toe and heel cap additionally ensure the shoes 
can take a beating, giving you the confidence to focus on the wild challenges that lie ahead.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/Rubber

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Nator Low GTX 3-51075 Size Delivery
Durable Trainers Price: 1200.00 30 - 41 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Rubber outsole

•  Climate control insole

233 531 9194 9244

NEW NEW

Ascend to new heights with Nator Low Boa GTX, a premium waterproof light hiking shoe for active tweens. When conditions get wet, a GORE-TEX OEKO-TEX 100 standard and 
Bluesign® certified membrane keep feet comfortable and dry, and when the going gets tough, the  BOA® Fit System  and a solid grip will make sure the tough keep going. A full 
rubber outsole equipped with a toe and heel cap additionally ensures the shoes can take a beating, giving you the confidence to focus on the wild challenges that lie ahead.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/Rubber

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Nator Low GTX BOA 3-51080 Size Delivery
Durable Trainers with BOA Price: 1300.00 30 - 41 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Reflective details

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Rubber outsole

•  Climate control insole

233

Growing feet love fresh air, which is why Oppsal Low GTX is designed to give your child's toes some room to breathe. This reinvigorated, adaptation of one of Viking's best-
selling models is now part of Vikings Sustainable choice collection.  The rubber outsole is made of a recycled rubber mix. It has approximately 30% recycled PU on 
toecap/reinforcement and 100% recycled polyester laces. It also features smart reflective details and offers an extra airy toe box that allows toes to spread naturally and 
comfortably. A waterproof and highly breathable GORE-TEX membrane also ensuring foot comfort in all types of weather. Finally, a lightweight textile upper - equipped with 
reinforcements - along with an ultra-light EVA midsole will add serious airtime to your little junior's jump!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Oppsal Low GTX R 3-51095 Size Delivery
Light GORE-TEX sneaker Price: 1200.00 28 - 41 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Recycled laces

•  Highly reflective

•  Lightweight

•  Enhanced grip

•  Machine washable 30°C

277 9894

NEW
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Growing feet love fresh air, which is why Oppsal Mid GTX is designed to give your child's toes some room to breathe.  This reinvigorated, adaptation of one of Viking's best-
selling models is now part of Vikings Sustainable choice collection.  The rubber outsole is made of a recycled rubber mix. It has approximately 30% recycled PU on 
toecap/reinforcement and 100% recycled polyester laces. It also features smart reflective details and offers an extra airy toe box that allows toes to spread naturally and 
comfortably. A waterproof and highly breathable GORE-TEX membrane also ensuring foot comfort in all types of weather. Finally, a supportive yet lightweight textile mid-cut 
upper along with an ultra-light EVA midsole will add serious airtime to your little junior's jump!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Oppsal Mid GTX R 3-51100 Size Delivery
Light Mid High GORE-TEX sneaker Price: 1300.00 28 - 41 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Vegan

•  Highly reflective

•  Lightweight

•  Enhanced grip

•  Machine washable 30°C

277

Growing feet love fresh air, which is why Oppsal Low BOA GTX is designed to give your childs toes some room to breathe. This reinvigorated, more sustainable adaptation of 
one of Vikings best-selling models features the BOA® Fit System for a perfect fit and a quick getaway and boasts an extra airy toe box that also allows toes to spread naturally 
and comfortably. The rubber outsole is made of a recycled rubber mix. It has approximately 30% recycled PU on toecap/reinforcement and 100% recycled polyester laces. It also 
features smart reflective details. A waterproof and highly breathable GORE-TEX membrane also ensuring foot comfort in all types of weather. Finally, a lightweight textile upper  
equipped with reinforcements  along with an ultra-light EVA midsole will add some serious airtime to your little juniors jump!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Oppsal Low GTX BOA R 3-51105 Size Delivery
Light GORE-TEX sneaker with BOA Price: 1300.00 28 - 41 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Vegan

•  Highly reflective

•  Lightweight

•  Enhanced grip

•  BOA® closure system encures a precision fit.

277

Elevate your everyday. This is a low-profile trendy urban sneaker and has everything you need to stay dry and full of energy. Elevate Low F GTX has a modern-looking rubber 
outsole, lightweight EVA midsole, and FLUX waterproof membrane by GORE-TEX with lots of ventilation to keep you comfortable in all kinds of weather. The GORE-TEX Flux 
membrane is recycled and made according to OEKO-TEX 100 standard, and Bluesign® certified. The soles are constructed from recycled rubber and the cushioning sole offers 
great comfort. The ripstop and mesh upper are made of some recycled materials and is reflective for full visibility when it is dark. This is the perfect sneaker for urban exploring or 
classroom comfort. This product is machine washable at 30 degrees. We do not recommend the use of fabric softeners with this product. This product is vegan.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Flux

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Elevate Low F GTX 3-52065 Size Delivery
Lightweight urban trendy sneaker Price: 1200.00 30 - 41 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Recycled rubber-mix outsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Highly reflective

•  Speed lacing for quicker transitions and an 
adaptive fit

•  Lightweight

277 531 3501 6501

NEW NEW NEW
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Elevate your everyday. This sneaker has a mid-high rise for added ankle support and has everything you need to stay dry and full of energy. Elevate Mid F GTX has a modern-
looking rubber outsole, lightweight EVA midsole, and FLUX waterproof membrane by GORE-TEX with lots of ventilation to keep you comfortable in all kinds of weather. The 
GORE-TEX Flux membrane is recycled and made according to OEKO-TEX 100 standard, and Bluesign® certified. The soles are constructed from recycled rubber and the 
cushioning sole offers great comfort. The ripstop and mesh upper are made of some recycled materials and is reflective for full visibility when it is dark. This is the perfect sneaker 
for urban exploring or classroom comfort. This product is machine washable at 30 degrees. We do not recommend the use of fabric softeners with this product. This product is 
vegan.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Flux

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Elevate Mid F GTX 3-52070 Size Delivery
Lightweight urban trendy mid high sneaker Price: 1300.00 30 - 41 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Recycled rubber-mix outsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Highly reflective

•  Speed lacing for quicker transitions and an 
adaptive fit

•  Lightweight

277

Elevate your everyday. This is a low-profile trendy urban sneaker and has everything you need to stay dry and full of energy. Elevate Low Boa F GTX has a modern-looking 
rubber outsole, lightweight EVA midsole, and FLUX waterproof membrane by GORE-TEX with lots of ventilation to keep you comfortable in all kinds of weather. The GORE-TEX 
Flux membrane is recycled and made according to OEKO-TEX 100 standard, and Bluesign® certified. The soles are constructed from recycled rubber and the cushioning sole 
offers great comfort. The ripstop and mesh upper are made of some recycled materials and is reflective for full visibility when it is dark. This is the perfect sneaker for urban 
exploring or classroom comfort. The BOA System is fast and practical, allowing for a quick, micro-adjustable fit with the turn of a dial for kids who can't wait to get outside. This is 
the perfect sneaker for urban exploring or classroom comfort. This product is vegan.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Flux

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Elevate Low F GTX BOA 3-52075 Size Delivery
Lightweight urban trendy sneaker with BOA Price: 1300.00 30 - 41 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Recycled rubber-mix outsole

•  BOA® Fit System 

•  Highly reflective

•  Lightweight
 

2 531

NEW

This is a low-profile trendy urban sneaker and has everything you need to stay dry and full of energy. Elevation Low GTX has a modern-looking rubber outsole, lightweight EVA 
midsole, and a lined membrane by GORE-TEX with lots of ventilation to keep you comfortable in all kinds of weather. The soles are constructed from recycled rubber and the 
cushioning sole offers great comfort. This is the perfect sneaker for urban exploring or classroom comfort. The BOA® Fit System  is fast and effortless, allowing for a quick, 
adjustable fit on the go for kids who can't wait to get outside. A sleek, modern look and all the utility you could ask for. This product is vegan.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Elevation Low GTX BOA 3-53060 Size Delivery
Lightweight urban trendy sneaker Price: 1350.00 30 - 41 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Recycled rubber-mix outsole

•  BOA® Fit System 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Vegan
 

250 3368
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For young trekkers, comfort is key to creating that unforgettable natural experience, a positive one. Akkarvik2  Mid WP is a mid-cut waterproof hiking boot for tweens that 
combines good foot comfort with solid support and functionality. The upper is made of a lightweight and abrasion-resistant ripstop mesh with tough reinforcements along the 
sides, toe, and heel. Good grip and sturdy ankle support additionally help provide the confidence needed to tackle the trail ahead. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Water Proof Lining

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Akkarvik 2 Mid WP 3-53685 Size Delivery
Durable Mid high Jr. Hiking boots Price: 950.00 28 - 41 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof 

•  Rubber outsole

•  Enhanced grip

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Reflective details

203 2410 3561 4894

Adventure is the active junior's sandal design you've been waiting for. It offers support, breathability and confidence while on the move all day long. From school and family 
excursions to walks near the sand and surf, Adventure has you covered. A soft EVA footbed provides the comfort to keep them upright and newly tooled rubber toe caps protect 
from stubbs. Adventure is salt water resistant, quick dry and machine washable. Come on and choose your adventure!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Adventure Jr 3-53695 Size Delivery
Active all-terrain sandal Price: 700.00 30 - 41 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Ergonomic wide Fit

•  Saltwater resistant footbed

•  Rubber outsole

•  protective toe cap

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Vegan

277 3561 9509

For young trekkers, comfort is key to making an unforgettable natural experience a positive one. Crude Low WP is a low cut waterproof hiking shoe that combines good foot 
comfort with solid support and functionality. The upper is made of a lightweight and abrasion resistant ballistic mesh, and the easy security speed lacing to keep your foot nice 
and snug. sturdy lugs and treads on the outsole ensure good grip and the confidence needed to tackle the trail ahead.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Water Proof Lining

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Crude Low WP 3-53705 Size Delivery
Fortified versatile shoe Price: 800.00 28 - 41 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof 

•  Rubber outsole

•  Enhanced grip

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Vegan

277 37 9565
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For young trekkers, comfort is key to making an unforgettable natural experience a positive one. Crude Mid WP is a mid cut waterproof hiking boot that combines good foot 
comfort with solid support and functionality. The upper is made of a lightweight and abrasion resistant ballistic mesh, and the security of a wide gauge velcro strap across the top 
over elastic lacing. sturdy lugs and treads on the outsole ensure good grip and the confidence needed to tackle the trail ahead.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Water Proof Lining

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Crude Mid WP 3-53710 Size Delivery
Fortified versatile shoe Price: 900.00 28 - 41 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof 

•  Rubber outsole

•  Enhanced grip

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Vegan

277 37 9565

For growing kids, comfort, ease and style are key to making an everyday use shoe a hit, from school to the street to the trail. Aerial Low WP is a  waterproof active sneaker that 
combines good foot comfort with solid support and functionality. The upper is made of a lightweight closed mesh and secured with a handsome and functional velcro strap across 
the top with elastic speedlaces. The outsole is made of EVA and rubber, and the back features a reflective element to keep them visibile in low light. All these features with 
pleasant colorway designs make Aerial Mid WP perfect for school seasons.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Water Proof Lining

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Aerial Low WP 3-53715 Size Delivery
Stylish supportive sneaker Price: 850.00 28 - 41 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof 

•  Lightweight

•  Anti-slip 

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

277 37 9894

For growing kids, comfort, ease and style are key to making an everyday use shoe a hit, from school to the street to the trail. Aerial Mid WP is a mid cut waterproof active sneaker 
that combines good foot comfort with solid support and functionality. The upper is made of a lightweight closed mesh and secured with a handsome and functional velcro strap 
across the top with elastic speedlaces. The outsole is made of EVA and rubber, and the back features a reflective element to keep them visibile in low light. All these features with 
pleasant colorway designs make Aerial Mid WP perfect for school seasons.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Water Proof Lining

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Aerial Mid WP 3-53720 Size Delivery
Stylish supportive sneaker Price: 950.00 28 - 41 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof 

•  Lightweight

•  Anti-slip 

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

277 37 9894
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Constructed with a breathable mesh upper to circulate air while keeping sand out of the shoe, Aery Breeze Low Jr is the perfect everyday light childrens sneaker for the warm 
summer sun! These fun and active sneakers feature a lightweight EVA midsole and a grippy rubber outsole. This product is machine Washable at 30 degrees. We do not 
recommend the use of fabric softeners with this product. This product is vegan.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Aery Breeze Low Jr 3-53725 Size Delivery
Light mesh sneaker Price: 750.00 30 - 41 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Lightweight

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  High breathability

•  Vegan

•  Speed lacing for quicker transitions and an 
adaptive fit

2 23 65 98

Looking for a hiking shoe that can do it all? Tind Mid GTX is a lightweight, mid-profile designed for extended support and agility, letting them move quickly over and comfortably 
over any terrain. The GORE-TEX® membrane and durable construction, with integrated toe and heel, protection keeps your feet dry and protected in wet and muddy conditions. 
Inside, a breathable, lightweight EVA insole improves the cushioning and speed laces ensure no loose laces on the trail!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Tind Mid GTX 3-91145 Size Delivery
Mid Cut Jr. Hiking Shoes Price: 1300.00 28 - 41 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Speed lacing for quicker transitions and an 
adaptive fit

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Engineered mesh (Material)

•  Protective mudguard

•  Rubber outsole

2 568 2410 9153

NEW NEW NEW
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Meet our customer favorite, award-winning Jolly rain boot! This retro-styled rain boot has lots of modern details like double-sealed seams, a reinforced toe cap, reflective details, 
and deep lugs for maximum traction on wet days. The boot has a standard fit, and it features synthetic textile lining and a removable sole for quick drying. All Viking rubber boots 
are handmade from natural rubber. These boots are PVC-free and vegan!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Jolly 1-12150 Size Delivery
Award Winning Kids Rubber Rain Boots Price: 500.00 21 - 38 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Handmade

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Best in test 2020

•  PVC free

505 1468 21 2410 55 7213 94

NEW NEW

Meet Jolly Alv Moomin, our Best in Test boot design, now with beloved character Moomin, for our youngest Viking feet! This retro-styled rain boot has many modern details like 
double-sealed seams, a reinforced toe cap, reflective details, and deep lugs for maximum traction on wet days. The boot has a standard fit, and it features synthetic textile lining 
and a removable sole for quick drying. Vegan and PVC free, this boot is handcrafted from natural rubber and comes in several pastel shades with moomin dancing in raindrops!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Alv Jolly Moomin 1-13500 Size Delivery
Moomin print rubber boot Price: 530.00 19 - 30 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Handmade

•  Vegan

•  PVC free

1301 3701 4501 9401

Viking's Jolly boot is now updated with modern details, bright playful colors and beloved character Moomin! Together with a reinforced toe cap, Jolly will continue to be a winner in 
kindergarten. A comfortable last secures happy feet, with normal fitting and body made of elastic and waterproof natural rubber. With an inner sole removable for easy drying, the 
inside is covered with a quick drying synthetic textile. This boot is also PVC free and vegan. Jolly was named "Best In Test" by the Norwegian Magazine "Foreldre og Barn" in 
2020, and now with Moomin in tow, it only gets better!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Jolly Moomin 1-13505 Size Delivery
Award Winning Kids Rubber Boots w Moomin Price: 580.00 21 - 38 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Handmade

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Best in test 2020

•  PVC free

550 950 1350 1450 3550
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Indie Alv Moomin is a classic, functional and fun rubber boot for small kids that love playing in the rain, only now they can take their favorite character with them! Indie Alv Moomin 
delivers durable, waterproof protection with fun moomin situations printed throughout the boots! These boots are easy to slip on and off, have a quick-drying polyester lining with 
removable cushioning insole for comfort and a fun to use drawstring at the top of the upper. These boots are natural rubber, PVC-free, vegan and handcrafted in bright, vivid 
colors.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Alv Indie Moomin 1-13510 Size Delivery
Kids Moomin Printed Rubber boots for new walkers Price: 530.00 19 - 30 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Reflective details

•  Handmade

•  Vegan

•  Cuff to protect from rain

450 950 1350 3550

Indie Active Moomin is a classic, functional and fun rubber boot for small kids that love playing in the rain, only now they can take their favorite character with them! Indie Active 
Moomin delivers durable, waterproof protection with fun moomin situations printed throughout the boots! These boots are easy to slip on and off, have a quick-drying polyester 
lining with removable cushioning insole for comfort. These boots are PVC-free, vegan and handcrafted in natural rubber to Viking's exacting standards.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Indie Active Moomin 1-13515 Size Delivery
Kids Moomin Printed Rubber Rain Boot Price: 550.00 20 - 35 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Vegan

•  Handmade

•  PVC free

550 2450 9850

Easy to get on and comfortable to wear, Alv Indie is perfect for wet and rainy days. The gusset with a strap can be closed to prevent any rain from getting in. Alv has a normal fit 
last and the entire boot is made from natural rubber, which is elastic, durable and waterproof. The sole is non-marking and the inner sole is removable for easy drying. Alv is a fun 
rubber boot perfect for puddle stomping! All Viking rubber boots are handmade from natural rubber. These boots are PVC-free and vegan! 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Alv Indie 1-16000 Size Delivery
Kids Low Rise Rubber Rain Boots Price: 480.00 19 - 30 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Reflective details

•  Handmade

•  Vegan

•  Cuff to protect from rain

505 1717 37 58 7213 9498

NEW
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Meet our customer favorite, award-winning Jolly rain boot! This retro-styled rain boot has fun prints and lots of modern details like double-sealed seams, a reinforced toe cap, 
reflective details, and deep lugs for maximum traction on wet days. The boot has a standard fit, and it features synthetic textile lining and a removable sole for quick drying. All 
Viking rubber boots are handmade from natural rubber. These boots are PVC-free and vegan!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Jolly Print 1-60020 Size Delivery
Kids Printed Rubber Rain Boot Price: 550.00 21 - 38 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Best in test 2020

•  Natural rubber

•  Handmade

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Removable insole

•  PVC free

247 545 553 5380

NEW NEW NEW NEW

Meet our Alv Jolly boot, consistently voted Best in Test for years and now for our youngest customers with the smallest feet! This retro-styled rain boot has many modern details 
like double-sealed seams, a reinforced toe cap, reflective details, and deep lugs for maximum traction on wet days. The boot has a standard fit, and it features synthetic textile 
lining and a removable sole for quick drying. This boot is handcrafted from natural rubber. This product is both vegan and PVC-free.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Alv Jolly 1-60060 Size Delivery
Award Winning Kids Rubber Rain Boots Price: 480.00 19 - 30 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Handmade

•  Vegan

•  PVC free

4 5 10 13

Sun showers or thunderstorms, lucky for you, there is Indie Urban! A classic rubber boot for boys and girls now with added toe and heel reinforcements and a new modern shape! 
Indie Urban is handmade from natural rubber, which is elastic, durable, and waterproof. These boots are easy to slip on and off, have a quick-drying polyester lining with a 
removable ergonomic insole for comfort. Urban Indie's clean lines and contemporary colors unite in a style that will suit any outfit in any season.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Indie Urban 1-60100 Size Delivery
Kids Urban Rubber Rain Boot Price: 530.00 20 - 38 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Ease the slide in w/pull tab

•  PVC free
 

5 29 37 94

NEW NEW
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showers or thunderstorms, lucky for you, there is Indie Print, Viking's classic rubber boot for boys and girls  now with added toe and heel reinforcements and a new modern 
shape! Indie Print is handmade from natural rubber, which is elastic, durable, and waterproof. These boots are easy to slip on and off, have a quick-drying polyester lining with a 
removable ergonomic insole for comfort. Indie Print offers clean lines and fun prints for rainy days any kid can look forward to!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Indie Print 1-60120 Size Delivery
Kids Printed Rubber Rain Boot Price: 530.00 20 - 35 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Ease the slide in w/pull tab

•  Handmade

•  PVC free

531 1350 5356

NEW NEW NEW

Sun showers or thunderstorms, lucky for you, there is Indie Active! Viking's classic rubber boot for boys and girls  now with added toe and heel reinforcements and a new modern 
shape! Indie Active is handmade from natural rubber, which is elastic, durable, and waterproof. These boots are easy to slip on and off, have a quick-drying polyester lining with a 
removable ergonomic insole for comfort. Indie Active offers clean lines and fun colors for rainy days any kid can look forward to!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Indie Active 1-60170 Size Delivery
Classic Kids Rubber Rain Boot Price: 500.00 20 - 38 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Vegan

•  Handmade

•  PVC free

5 3568 6410 72 94

NEW NEW NEW

These boots were built for rainy days! River is handmade from natural rubber, which is elastic, durable, and waterproof. These boots are easy to slip on and off, have a quick-
drying polyester lining, and reinforced toe caps with double-sealed seams. For added safety River features reflective details and a textured rubber sole for an increased grip. We 
have designed these with a modern-looking, slightly lifted 5cm sole and a straight fit with mid-calf height for easy walking and maximum comfort.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

River 1-60250 Size Delivery
Kids Urban Rubber Rain Boot Price: 600.00 23 - 38 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Handmade

•  Ease the slide in w/pull tab

•  PVC free

277 94

NEW
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Upgrade any rainy day with River Chelsea- a next-generation urban rubber boot. River Chelsea is handmade from natural rubber, which is flexible, durable, and waterproof. 
These boots are easy to slip on and off, have a quick-drying polyester lining, reinforced toe caps, and elasticated goring. A comfortable last holds your child's feet in place, while 
grip improvements have been optimized for urban surfaces. We have designed these with a modern-looking, slightly lifted 5cm sole.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

River Chelsea 1-60260 Size Delivery
Kids Urban Rubber Rain Boot Price: 550.00 23 - 38 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Removable insole

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Easy slip on/off

•  Handmade

•  PVC free

5 61 94

NEW

Classic style and comfort  Anchor is a sporty sandal for active children wanting one sandal that can do it all. It has a classic open construction and is made from durable materials 
that still feel soft on the skin. The three Velcro straps offer multi-adjustability and are easy for small hands to open and close, and find the right fit. The footbed, made out of shock 
absorbing PU, is covered with suede, which helps to manage moisture on hot days. Anchor has an outsole made from natural rubber, so that your child can safely run on all types 
of surfaces. Anchor is all the function kids need in a sandal, combined with a great look. Washable at 30 degreess. We do not recommend to use fabric softener. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA/Leather

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Anchor 3-43730 Size Delivery
Kid's Sporty Sandal Price: 700.00 22 - 35 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Suede footbed for moisture control

•  Speed lacing for quicker transitions and an 
adaptive fit

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Rubber outsole
 

203 5 2410 3544 53 65

NEW NEW NEW

Combining comfort and toe protection, Thrill is the perfect sandal for active play throughout the summer. This best selling model does not compromise on function or durability. 
Thrill is a covered sandal that protects the foot from external objects, while a breathable textile upper keeps the foot cool on hot summer days. A combination of an elastic speed 
lace and a Velcro strap secures the best fit and comfort. The sandals have a regular last and rubber outsole offers solid grip and durability. They also have a suede footbed that 
helps manage moisture on hot summer days, and prevents the foot from sliding around. Thrill comes with a natural rubber sole that inspires confidence both on and off road, so 
that kids need only one sandal for the summer. Washable at 30 degreess. We do not recommend to use fabric softener. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA/Leather

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Thrill 3-44830 Size Delivery
Kid's Sporty Sandal Price: 700.00 22 - 35 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Suede footbed for moisture control

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Rubber outsole

•  Machine washable 30°C
 

503 3585 4410 5398 6521

NEW NEW NEW NEW
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Lightweight and supportive, Tolga Low WP is made for sporty little feet that never stop playing, even when it is wet outside. A ventilating mesh material wraps around the upper 
part of the shoe, while toe and heel reinforcements increase durability and support. A waterproof membrane keeps the feet dry and comfortable. Under the foot, an EVA midsole 
provides good cushioning and extra support. Elastic laces and one Velcro make getting in and out of the shoes easy. The rubber outsole has been developed for good grip on all 
types of surfaces. With Tolga Low WP, kids can play all day long and still have comfortable feet. The shoes is washable at 30 degreess, but we do not recommend using fabric 
softener.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Water Proof Lining

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Tolga Low WP 3-48000 Size Delivery
Light watherproof sneakers Price: 900.00 22 - 35 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Rubber outsole

•  Lightweight

2 1468 94

NEW

Lightweight and supportive, Tolga WP is made for sporty little feet that never stop playing, even when it is wet outside. A ventilating mesh material wraps around the upper part of 
the shoe, while toe and heel reinforcements increase durability and support. A waterproof membrane keeps the feet dry and comfortable. Under the foot, an EVA midsole 
provides good cushioning and extra support. Elastic laces and one Velcro make getting in and out of the shoes easy. The rubber outsole has been developed for good grip on all 
types of surfaces. With Tolga WP, kids can play all day long and still have comfortable feet. The shoes is washable at 30 degreess, but we do not recommend using fabric 
softener.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Water Proof Lining

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Tolga Mid WP 3-48010 Size Delivery
Waterproof Kid's Shoes Price: 1000.00 22 - 35 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Lightweight

•  Rubber outsole

233 94

NEW

A protective, saltwater resistant sandal for active play  Sandvika is a great choice for the beach and beyond. Made from soft and breathable materials for ventilation on hot 
summer days, this sandal has a closed toe design that offers excellent protection to little feet.  All materials are saltwater resistant and the speed lace secures the best fit and 
superior comfort. The outsole is made from natural rubber with large lugs for good grip on logs or loose objects.  Sandvika brings summertime fun, comfort and safety to all 
activities and surfaces. Washable at 30 degreess. We do not recommend to use fabric softener. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Sandvika 3-48900 Size Delivery
Kid's Sporty Sandal Price: 700.00 22 - 35 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Saltwater resistant footbed

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Vegan

•  Rubber outsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Lightweight

2 35 53

NEW NEW
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Odda Low is a dependable and affordable all-round shoe that gives energetic kids plenty of breathability for active summertime play. Made from a durable synthetic textile, the 
shoe offers great breathability on warm days and can stand up to everyday use and abuse from highly active feet.  With dual Velcro closure straps, Odda Low is easy to put on 
and take off, and accommodates growing feet well.  The EVA midsole provides good cushioning and the rubber outsole sticks well to most surfaces. At a nice price, it is hard to 
go wrong with Odda Low. The shoe is washable at 30 degrees. We do not recommend using fabric softener.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Odda Low 3-48920 Size Delivery
Light Kids Shoes Price: 650.00 22 - 35 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Vegan

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Ease the slide in w/pull tab

277 510 2368 2461 5398

NEW NEW NEW NEW

Spectrum Low R GTX is your childs trusted footwear companion. This modern and sporty styled shoe has a durable upper and is made with a breathable and waterproof GORE-
TEX membrane to ensure a comfortable climate for little feet. The shoe has a velcro strap and elastic laces, which makes it both functional and fashionable. The lightweight EVA 
midsole provides good cushioning and the rubber outsole sticks well to most surfaces. The R in the name stands for reflective, and the large reflective details ensure kids are 
seen in the dark. Spectrum Low R is the perfect, in-between season shoe, and one that kids will love wearing. The shoe is washable at 30 degrees. We do not recommend using 
fabric softener.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Spectrum Low GTX R 3-50010 Size Delivery
Kids Gore-Tex shoes Price: 1100.00 22 - 35 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Highly reflective

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Lightweight

•  Rubber outsole

4 909 13 14

NEW NEW NEW NEW

Made to last, Cascade Low III GTX is based on one of our bestselling kids styles. This is a style where quality comes first. It has a sturdy abrasion resistant outsole and is fully  
BOA® Fit System rd lasted for additional strength and stability, while the rubber sole with aggressive lug pattern provides a confident step on all surfaces.  A waterproof and 
breathable GORE-TEX membrane keeps feet dry and feeling fresh when the rain begins to fall. The GORE-TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 standard and Bluesign® certified. 
It is made out of tough upper materials that will survive any test. It has a double velcro fastening for the independent adventurer, who now can do everything and anything by 
him-/herself. Durability, stability and waterproof comfort  Cascade Low III GTX delivers everything little feet demand from a shoe. Let your child explore! This is basically the 
perfect shoe for some of the harshest environments on earth: the playground! The shoe is washable at 30 degrees, but we do not recommend using fabric softener.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Cascade Low III GTX 3-50030 Size Delivery
Durable Kids Shoe Price: 1100.00 22 - 35 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Removable insole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

2 5 5398 9498

NEW NEW
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Made to last, Cascade Mid GTX is based on one of our bestselling kids styles. This is a style where quality comes first. It has a sturdy abrasion resistant outsole and is fully  
BOA® Fit System rd lasted for additional strength and stability, while the rubber sole with aggressive lug pattern provides a confident step on all surfaces. Cascade Mid GTX is a 
light and flexible, jogging inspired shoe for active kids in any weather. A waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX membrane keeps feet dry and feeling fresh when the rain begins 
to fall. The GORE-TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 standard and Bluesign®-certifiede .It is made out of tough upper materials that will survive any test. It has a double velcro 
fastening for the independent adventurer, who now can do everything and anything by him-/herself. Durability, stability and waterproof comfort  Cascade Mid GTX delivers 
everything little feet demand from a shoe. Let your child explore! This is basically the perfect shoe for some of the harshest environments on earth: the playground! The shoe is 
washable at 30 degrees, but we do not recommend using fabric softener.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Cascade Mid III GTX 3-50035 Size Delivery
Durable Kids Shoe Price: 1200.00 22 - 35 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Removable insole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

2 5 5398

NEW

A premium shoe and a best-selling model, Cascade Low II is flexible, jogging inspired kids shoe where quality comes first. It is made from abrasion resistant, yet highly 
breathable polyester mesh with reinforcements at the toe and heel. Two easy to grab Velcro straps allow for quick adjustments. The shoe is designed for additional strength and 
stability, while the rubber sole with aggressive lug pattern provides a confident step on all surfaces. Durability, stability and breathable comfort  Cascade Low II delivers 
everything little feet demand from a shoe. The shoe is washable at 30 degrees. We do not recommend using fabric softener.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Cascade Low II 3-50600 Size Delivery
Durable Kids Shoe Price: 700.00 22 - 35 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Removable insole

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

291 3545 5398

NEW NEW

Based on Vikings best selling sandal style, Thrilly is a stylish, active sandal for kids that want to look good without compromising function and durability. They feature a breathable 
textile upper, which is essential when being active on hot summer days. Toe reinforcements offer extra protection to fast moving feet and multi-adjustable straps secure the best 
fit and superior comfort. The sandals have a narrow last as well as a rubber outsole that offers solid grip and durability. On hot summer days feet stay dry and happy thanks to a 
soft and smooth suede footbed that manages moisture. Thrilly is the perfect stylish sandal for active play throughout the summer, and it can be washed at 30 degrees. We don 
not recommend fabric softener. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA/Leather

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Thrilly 3-50620 Size Delivery
Kid's Sandal Price: 700.00 22 - 35 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Suede footbed for moisture control

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Ergonomic narrow fit

•  Rubber outsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

5 21 94

NEW NEW
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Snug and warm, Njord is the perfect indoor slipper for little feet needing a little extra comfort and protection indoors- ideal for kindergarten classrooms and cozy cabin weekends. 
Njord has a soft, wool outer textile construction with a soft and moisture-wicking insulated lining. Velcro straps let you adjust for a snug fit. A non-marking rubber outsole delivers 
safe traction and is perfect for indoor fun! 

•  Sole/midsole: TPR

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Wool Blend

Njord 3-50660 Size Delivery
Indoor Childrens Slipper Price: 500.00 18 - 30 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Made of Wool blend

•  Rubber outsole

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Handwash

•  Sock fit construction

•  Ergonomic fit for growing feet

3 5

Frigge is a sleek-looking slipper for little feet needing some extra comfort and protection indoors. The slipper features a soft and smooth outer construction made from suede 
leather for extra durability, as well as a soft and insulated inner lining. The fit is snug for good support, and a large Velcro strap lets you adjust the fit. For good traction, there is a 
non-marking rubber outsole, which makes Frigge perfect for kindergarten  or just around the house. 

•  Sole/midsole: TPR

•  Lining material: Leather

•  Upper Material: Leather

Frigge 3-50665 Size Delivery
Indoor Childrens Slipper Price: 500.00 18 - 30 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Suede leather

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Rubber outsole

•  Ergonomic fit for growing feet
 
 

5 12 53

Looking for a high-functioning shoe for indoor fun? Look no further than Hnoss! Hnoss is built with the same quality and materials we use for our outdoor shoes because we know 
how tough kindergarten can be! These shoes have plenty of comfort with a non-marking rubber outsole, which is perfect for all types of active indoor play. 

•  Sole/midsole: TPR

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Hnoss 3-50667 Size Delivery
Indoor Childrens Slipper Price: 450.00 18 - 30 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Vegan

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Rubber outsole

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Ergonomic fit for growing feet

505 94
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Mime is a cute indoor slipper for kids and a must-have for cozy cabin weekends this autumn and winter. It is made from warm wool that is naturally antibacterial and odor-free. 
Inside is a soft and fuzzy inner lining for maximum comfort. An adjustable strap with velcro closure creates a snug fit for all types of feet, and a non-marking rubber outsole 
provides good traction on all kinds of surfaces. This slipper can gently be washed by hand. 

•  Sole/midsole: TPR

•  Lining material: Fleece

•  Upper Material: Wool Blend

Mime 3-50670 Size Delivery
Indoor Childrens Slipper Price: 500.00 18 - 30 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Made of Wool blend

•  Handwash

•  Warmlined

•  Rubber outsole

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Ergonomic fit for growing feet

3

Young boys and girls know the best adventures are found off the beaten path. Empower your kid to explore the unknown with this tough, waterproof mid cut shoe. Beneath the 
soft, abrasion resistant mesh upper hides a waterproof and highly breathable GORE-TEX membrane that will keep young feet comfortable in wet conditions. Meanwhile, a grippy 
rubber outsole and a higher, more supportive cut will also keep feet moving quickly and confidently on all sorts of surfaces, on and off whatever path lies ahead.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Etne Mid GTX 3-51000 Size Delivery
Tough mid high watherproof sneaker Price: 1200.00 22 - 35 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Reflective details

•  Enhanced grip

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Vegan

277 9433

NEW

Young boys and girls know the best adventures are found off the beaten path. Empower your kid to explore the unknown with this tough, waterproof shoe. Beneath the soft, 
abrasion resistant mesh outer hides a waterproof and highly breathable GORE-TEX membrane that will keep young feet comfortable in wet conditions. Meanwhile, a grippy 
rubber outsole and a lightweight EVA midsole will also keep feet moving quickly and confidently on all sorts of surfaces, on and off whatever path lies ahead.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Etne Low GTX 3-51005 Size Delivery
Tough watherproof sneaker Price: 1100.00 22 - 35 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Reflective details

•  Enhanced grip

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Vegan

203 3561 9433
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Viking's best-seller gets a lighter and more sustainable upgrade with Veme Mid R GTX. This reinvigorated, adaptation of one of Viking's best-selling models is now part of Vikings 
Sustainable choice collection, 60% of the materials used in this shoe have recycled content and features smart high-vis light-reflective webbing. Meanwhile, a grippy tread 
complimented with a cushiony EVA midsole results in an ultra-light shoe that will give your child the feeling of walking on air. A waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX membrane, 
reinforced toes and heels and ultra-grippy rubber treads ensure first-class comfort and performance complement Veme Mid R GTX's light look and light feel.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Veme Mid GTX R 3-51025 Size Delivery
Light, ECO-friendly & waterproof kids shoes Price: 1200.00 22 - 35 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Ergonomic fit for growing feet

•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Recycled rubber-mix outsole

•  Highly reflective

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Machine washable 30°C

2 9 21 35 37

NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW

Add a little rock to your childs step this autumn with Arendal Low GTX , the latest, lightweight addition to Vikings urban waterproof footwear family. Its sleek impression is inspired 
by adult streetwear, bringing the same style and quality down to a younger generation  with a few smart adjustments. A textile upper, for example, is fitted with high-vis reflective 
details as well as elastic laces, a Velcro strap, and two pull loops to enable easy slip on, slip off access. A GORE-TEX membrane furthermore ensures that young feet stay 
comfortable and dry in all conditions. Below, a lightweight and cushioning EVA midsole and high-traction rubber outsole makes sure your child runs around in the lightest Viking 
shoes.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Arendal Low GTX 3-51030 Size Delivery
Waterproof, light & durable kids sneaker Price: 1100.00 22 - 35 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Lightweight

•  Vegan

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Machine washable 30°C

2 5 62

NEW NEW NEW

As kids, nothing is better during the summer months than slipping toes free into the elements - fresh air, sunshine, water. Tur is an outdoor performance sandal that says "go for 
it!" Highly ventilating textile uppers combined with double velcro adjustment straps keep active toes and heels firmly in place, while a flexible EVA footbed and high-traction treads 
will keep feet comfortable and secure in all sorts of summer activity. Finally, when the day is done and its time to get those "elements" off the sandals, Tur is fully machine 
washable.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Tur 3-51285 Size Delivery
Sporty open sandal Price: 600.00 22 - 35 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Saltwater resistant footbed

•  Lightweight

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Vegan

•  Rubber outsole
 

5 913 3588

NEW NEW
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Supportive, durable and ready for play  Bryne is a premium shoe for kids that never slow down. An abrasion resistant, polyester mesh construction with reinforcements at the toe 
and heel allow the shoe to stand up to rugged use. The materials are also highly breathable, so that heat and moisture are quickly transported away from the foot. Two Velcro 
straps allow for quick adjustments. The shoe is fully  BOA® Fit System rd lasted for additional strength and stability, while the rubber sole with an aggressive lug pattern provides 
a confident step on all surfaces. Bryne is built to last, and combines great performance and comfort. The shoe is washable at 30 degrees. We do not recommend using fabric 
softener.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Bryne 3-51355 Size Delivery
Durable Kids Shoe Price: 700.00 22 - 35 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Ease the slide in w/pull tab

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

2 37 94

NEW NEW NEW

Power-up your child's summer explorations with this new, lightweight sandal-shoe fusion. The best thing about sandals is their breathability, of course, which is why Sol employs 
a super-breathable monomesh and microfiber upper featuring large perforations to enable lots of airflow while still keeping sand out. And with a thick, lightweight EVA midsole 
that provides excellent cushioning, along with a grippy rubber outsole, Sol provides your preschooler with the best of both worlds: the protection and support of a shoe, with the 
breathability and comfort of a sandal.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Aery Sol Low 3-51625 Size Delivery
Lightweight sandal-shoe fushion Price: 650.00 22 - 37 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Lightweight

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  High breathability

•  Vegan
 

5 9 14 43

NEW NEW NEW

With kindergarten start finally here, you want your preschooler to have the footwear that meets their active needs, while looking good. Hovet Mid WP is our stylish urban 
response, that offers children an incredibly light, comfortable and waterproof shoe with solid ankle support. Parents will also appreciate that in addition to its photo-ready 
appearance, the shoe is machine washable. Mud puddles happen, after all.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Water Proof Lining

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Hovet Mid WP 3-51650 Size Delivery
Waterproof Light Kids Shoes Price: 1000.00 22 - 35 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Climate control insole

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Waterproof 

•  Rubber outsole

203 5366

NEW
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With kindergarden finally here, you want your preschooler to have the footwear that meets their active needs while looking good. Hovet WP is our stylish urban response, that 
offers children an incredibly light, comfortable and waterproof shoe that's easy to put on and off thanks to double velcro fasteners. Parents will also appreciate that in addition to 
its photo-ready appearance, the shoe is machine washable. Mud puddles happen, after all.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Water Proof Lining

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Hovet Low WP 3-51655 Size Delivery
Waterproof Light Kids Shoes Price: 900.00 22 - 35 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Climate control insole

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Waterproof 

•  Rubber outsole

203 504 5393

NEW NEW

Preschooler's feet take a pounding every single day. Give them the comfort and support they need to conquer the playground with Knapper Low, the ideal everyday shoe. Fast 
kids will appreciate the wider toe box for wiggle room, the lightweight EVA midsole that helps provide excellent cushioning and the grippy rubber outsole for secure footing. And at 
the end of a busy day exploring, you'll appreciate that the shoe is machine-washable, ready to look like new for tomorrow's adventures.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Knapper Low 3-51675 Size Delivery
Light Kids Shoes Price: 750.00 22 - 35 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Climate control insole

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  High breathability

•  Rubber outsole

2 2388 3417

NEW NEW

Your preschooler's feet are in action all day long - Aery Tau Low GTX is designed from the ground up to help young feet meet the rigors of the day while providing soft, long-
lasting comfort. Beneath the soft, abrasion-resistant mesh outer hides a waterproof and highly breathable GORE-TEX membrane that will keep young feet comfortable in wet 
conditions. The GORE-TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 standard, and Bluesign® certified. At its base a thick, lightweight EVA midsole helps provide excellent cushioning, 
while an abrasion-resistant rubber outsole ensures great grip. For best foot comfort, a soft and breathable textile upper was selected, equipped with tough reinforcements on the 
toe and sides for improved durability. As practical as it is comfortable and sporty, Aery Tau Low GTX also features elastic laces and a molded velcro strap for your child's step-in 
and step-out ease. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Aery Tau Low GTX 3-51750 Size Delivery
Sneakers with maximum cushioning Price: 1100.00 22 - 37 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Lightweight

•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Vegan

2 5 3761 6521 9453

NEW NEW NEW
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Viking's best-seller gets a lighter and more sustainable upgrade with Veme Low R GTX. This reinvigorated, adaptation of one of Viking's best-selling models is now part of 
Vikings Sustainable choice collection, 60% of the materials used in this shoe have recycled content and features smart high-vis light-reflective webbing. Meanwhile, a grippy 
tread complimented with a cushiony EVA midsole results in an ultra-light shoe that will give your child the feeling of walking on air. A waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX 
membrane, reinforced toes and heels and ultra-grippy rubber treads ensure first-class comfort and performance complement Veme Low R GTX's light look and light feel.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Veme Low GTX R 3-52000 Size Delivery
Sustainably built waterproof kids shoe Price: 1100.00 22 - 35 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Ergonomic fit for growing feet

•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Recycled rubber-mix outsole

•  Highly reflective

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Machine washable 30°C

2 9 21 35 37 8835

NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW

The Ask Mid F GTX is a premium outdoor sneaker for kids packed with sustainably focused features! The sole, ripstop, ultra-durable mesh upper, and GORE-TEX laminate are 
all created from recycled materials. The Mid-high profile delivers extended ankle support, and the rubber tread creates a maximum grip. The contoured sole offers a snug fit for 
ankle straps on outdoor pants, preventing them from riding up. These sneakers are lace-free! Perfect for young kids and parents always on the go!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Flux

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Ask Mid F GTX 3-52005 Size Delivery
Durable Waterproof Kids Hiking Shoes Price: 1200.00 22 - 35 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Highly reflective

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

•  Recycled rubber-mix outsole

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Machine washable 30°C

3795 9498

NEW NEW

Oscar is a premium suede sandal for little kids wanting extra foot freedom on dressed up or casual occasions. The sandals feature a soft leather upper to keep small feet 
comfortable, multi-adjustable straps and an over-the-toe design for extra protection. When temperatures really begin to rise, feet stay dry and happy thanks to a soft and smooth 
suede footbed that manages moisture.  Oscar has a regular last, and Vikings famous rubber outsole for great grip on hot summer days. Comfort and function combined with a 
casual design ensure these sandals will be a hit this summer.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA/Leather

•  Lining material: Leather

•  Upper Material: Leather

Oscar II 3-52255 Size Delivery
Kid's Sandal Price: 750.00 22 - 35 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Rubber outsole

•  Suede leather

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Suede footbed for moisture control

•  Cushioning EVA midsole
 

504 2910

NEW NEW
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Perfect for active play all summer long! There is no compromising on function and durability here!  The rubber sole creates a comfortable grip on surfaces, while the lightweight 
EVA midsoles keep kids light and on their feet. The synthetic textile upper and liner hold the foot securely in place,  while the open design keeps feet cool on hot summer days. 
This product is machine washable at 30 degrees. We do not recommend the use of fabric softeners with this product. This product is vegan. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Synthetic /Textile

Aery Lite Low 3-52600 Size Delivery
Light sporty sandal Price: 600.00 22 - 37 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Lightweight

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Vegan
 

523 3568 5398

NEW NEW NEW

Light and breathable, the perfect everyday childrens sneakers!  These fun and active urban sneakers feature durable upper material and lightweight rubber/EVA soles. Double 
velcro for easy in and out and with stylish modern pull-on tabs create an easy-on, easy-off experience for young kids and parents. This Product is machine Washable 30 
degrees. We do not recommend the use of fabric softeners with this product. This product is vegan. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Aery Jolt Low 3-52605 Size Delivery
Lightweight sneakers with double velcro Price: 700.00 22 - 37 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Lightweight

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Vegan
 

277 5398 8835

NEW NEW NEW

Light and breathable, the perfect everyday childrens sneakers!  These fun and active urban sneakers feature durable upper material and lightweight rubber/EVA soles. Elastic 
laces and Velcro wrap-across bands with stylish modern pull-on tabs create an easy-on, easy-off experience for young kids and parents. This Product is machine Washable 30 
degrees. We do not recommend the use of fabric softeners with this product. This product is vegan. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Aery Dal Low 3-52610 Size Delivery
Lightweight sneakers with maximum cushioning Price: 700.00 22 - 37 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Lightweight

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Vegan
 

2 510 2368 94

NEW NEW NEW NEW
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Aery Track Low F GTX is one of our favorite lightweight kid's shoes for active play. Little feet stay dry and comfortable all day with lightweight EVA midsoles and a GORE-TEX 
laminate created from recycled textiles. The GORE-TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 standard and Bluesign® certified. Double velcro cross wrap-across bands with pull-on 
tabs create an easy-on, easy-off experience for young kids and parents. Reflective details on the durable synthetic upper are added for increased visibility. This product is 
machine washable at 30 degrees. We do not recommend the use of fabric softeners with this product. This product is vegan.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Flux

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Aery Track Low F GTX 3-52750 Size Delivery
Lightweight sneakers with maximum cushioning Price: 1100.00 22 - 37 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Lightweight

•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Vegan

2 4 1488 53

NEW NEW NEW NEW

Aery Track Mid F GTX is one of our favorite light kid's shoes for active play, perfect for kids who need a little extra ankle support. Little feet stay dry and comfortable all day with 
lightweight EVA midsoles and a GORE-TEX laminate created from recycled textiles.  The Gore-tex membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 standard, and Bluesign® certified. Double 
velcro cross wrap-across bands with pull-on tabs create an easy-on, easy-off experience for young kids and parents. Reflective details on the durable synthetic upper have been 
added for increased visibility.  This product is machine washable at 30 degrees. We do not recommend the use of fabric softeners with this product. This product is vegan.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Aery Track Mid F GTX 3-52755 Size Delivery
Lightweight mid high sneakers with maximum cushioning Price: 1200.00 22 - 37 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Lightweight

•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

•  Vegan

2 44 94

NEW NEW NEW

Your preschooler's feet are in action all day long - Aery Tau Low GTX is designed from the ground up to help young feet meet the rigors of the day while providing soft, long-
lasting comfort. Beneath the soft, abrasion-resistant mesh outer hides a waterproof and highly breathable GORE-TEX membrane that will keep young feet comfortable in wet 
conditions. The GORE-TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 standard, and Bluesign® certified. At its base a thick, lightweight EVA midsole helps provide excellent cushioning, 
while an abrasion-resistant rubber outsole ensures great grip. For best foot comfort, a soft and breathable textile upper was selected, equipped with tough reinforcements on the 
toe and sides for improved durability. As practical as it is comfortable and sporty, Aery Tau Low GTX also features elastic laces and a molded velcro strap for your child's step-in 
and step-out ease. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

Aery Tau Mid GTX 3-52760 Size Delivery
Sneakers with maximum cushioning Price: 1200.00 22 - 37 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Lightweight

•  Waterproof with GORE-TEX

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Vegan

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.
 

2 5 9453

NEW
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Constructed with a breathable mesh upper to circulate air while keeping sand out of the shoe, Aery Breeze is the perfect everyday light childrens sneaker for the warm summer 
sun! These fun and active sneakers feature a lightweight EVA midsole and a grippy rubber outsole. Double Velcro closing straps and a stylish modern pull-on back strap create 
an easy-on, easy-off experience for young kids and parents from kindergarten to family excursions and everything in between. This product is machine Washable at 30 degrees. 
We do not recommend the use of fabric softeners with this product. This product is vegan.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Aery Breeze 3-53600 Size Delivery
Light mesh velcro sneaker Price: 700.00 22 - 37 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Lightweight

•  Cushioning EVA midsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  High breathability

•  Vegan

•  Easy on/off and quick adjustability with velcro.

203 913 2410 3561

Adventure is the active kids sandal design you've been waiting for. It offers support, breathability and confidence for kids that keep moving all day long. From kindergarten and 
family excursions to walks near the sand and surf, Adventure has you covered. A soft EVA footbed provides the comfort to keep them upright and newly tooled rubber toe caps 
protect from stubbs. Adventure is salt water resistant, quick dry and machine washable. Come on and choose your adventure!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: Textile

•  Upper Material: Textile / Synthetic

NEW

Adventure 3-53610 Size Delivery
Active all-terrain sandal Price: 650.00 25 - 33 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Ergonomic wide Fit

•  Saltwater resistant footbed

•  protective toe cap

•  Rubber outsole

•  Machine washable 30°C

•  Vegan

277 994 998 2368 2461

Rain, slush, snow and mud! Conquer them all with this versatile, all-weather rubber boot that was built for unpredictable weather. Slush features an insulating neoprene liner and 
lightweight TPR neoprene shaft: the lower portion of the boot is made of durable, reinforced rubber. A grippy rubber outsole features a unique tread pattern that continues up the 
sides, providing extra lateral traction when side-stepping up snowy or muddy slopes.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Neoprene

•  Upper Material: Rubber/Neoprene

Slush 5-11000 Size Delivery
Neoprene Insulated Rubber Boot Price: 650.00 23 - 38 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Lightweight

•  Waterproof 

•  Neoprene lining for insolation and comfort.

•  Vegan

•  Handwash

•  Additional (added) stability and support. 

2 5 21 53 55

NEW NEW
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Kick-off this season with Playrox Light ! These ultra-lightweight boots keep kids light on their toes and offer the same supreme protection from the elements you expect from 
Viking. Playrox Light is made from EVA , a compound with natural thermal properties that provide a base insulation for play in the changing seasons. These nearly weightless 
boots have been built on a sneaker least for an ergonomic fit and feature natural flex points for easy play and comfort. The rubber sole is integrated and includes a multidirectional 
tread pattern designed to prevent slips and keep kids on their feet.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/EVA

•  Lining material: No lining

•  Upper Material: EVA

NEW

Playrox Light 5-11020 Size Delivery
Ultra Lightweight Rain Boot Price: 650.00 21 - 39 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Lightweight

•  Waterproof 

•  Ergonomic fit for growing feet

•  Rubber outsole

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

5 37 43 94
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Built for sailing, yet just as practical around town, Seilas is a colorful tribute to Viking's long heritage in rubber boots. The inside is lined with quick-drying polyester and has a 
removable insole for easy drying. The natural colored calendered sole is non-marking and provides added grip on slippery surfaces. Long-lasting and comfortable, Seilas is 
guaranteed to be your next go-to for years to come.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Seilas 1-46000 Size Delivery
Classic Sailing Boot Price: 700.00 36 - 47 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Rubber outsole

•  Quick-dry lining

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

•  Removable insole

5 13 37 71

Developed to keep your Viking Boots looking good as new! Refresh color, maintain shine, and improve the durability of your natural rubber boots with Vikings Rubber Boot Care 
Spray.

•  Sole/midsole: No outsole

•  Lining material: No lining

•  Upper Material: No upper material

Rubber Boot Care Spray 12 Pcs 1-72200 Size Delivery
Rubber Boot Care and Maintenance Price: 1850.00 1 - 1 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  To refresh color

•  Maintain Shine

•  Improve durability
 
 
 

2

Developed to keep your Viking Boots looking good as new! Refresh color, maintain shine, and improve the durability of your natural rubber boots with Vikings Rubber Boot Care 
Spray.

•  Sole/midsole: No outsole

•  Lining material: No lining

•  Upper Material: No upper material

Rubber Boot Care Spray 1-72201 Size Delivery
Rubber Boot Care and Maintenance Price: 170.00 1 - 1 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  To refresh color

•  Maintain Shine

•  Improve durability
 
 
 

2
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Spray care of rubber boots. Refreshes colours and keeps rubber boots flexible. Thanks to the high-quality ingredients, the Rubber Boot Care Spray also helps to improve the 
durability of rubber boots.

•  Sole/midsole: No outsole

•  Lining material: No lining

•  Upper Material: No upper material

RUBBER BOOT CARE SPRAY 12PCS 1-78000 Size Delivery
Take care of your boots Price: 1850.00 1 - 1 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  To refresh color

•  Maintain Shine

•  Improve durability
 
 
 

2

Meet the ultimate packable boot- Tokyo Neo. These boots were designed for those always on the move. The neoprene lining is insulating and soft to the touch adding an extra 
layer of comfort. The light multidirectional tread pattern delivers a functional grip, perfect for rainy city streets and suburban sidewalks. A toggle closure secures the rain guard 
and can be extended to wrap around and secure the boot's shaft to pack away when you're on the go.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Neoprene

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Tokyo Neo 1-32100 Size Delivery
Packable Warm Rubber Boot Price: 1300.00 36 - 42 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Neoprene lining for insolation and comfort.

•  Packable 

•  Handmade

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

2

 Noble Neo is handcrafted from natural rubber with insulating neoprene lining for colder months. Reinforced multilayer rubber mudguards throughout the boot will always keep 
you one step ahead. Elastic gussets and back tabs are perfect for getting shoes on and off with ease. The rubber sole features upgraded traction for a secure grip and reliable 
support throughout the day.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Neoprene

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Noble Neo 1-32105 Size Delivery
Classic Short Boot with neopren Price: 1200.00 36 - 43 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Neoprene lining for insolation and comfort.

•  Natural rubber

•  High-comfort moldable insole

•  Handmade

•  Vegan

•  PVC free

2 502 802
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Urban adult Active Outdoor

This Viking classic is perfect for muddy festivals, cool fall days, and wet weather weekends. Foxy features a standard-to-slim fit, mid-calf rise, and a low heel with a no-slip lug 
pattern to keep you on your feet. Natural rubber construction ensures waterproof protection and long-lasting durability. Side buckles sit over an elastic gusset and are adjustable 
to create a personalized fit. Inside, you can find a quick-drying polyester lining and sock and insole that can be removed to be dried out or cleaned if needed.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Foxy 1-33500 Size Delivery
Classic Women's Boot Price: 900.00 36 - 43 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Rubber outsole

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit 

•  Removable insole

•  PVC free

2 24

NEW

Noble High is the rainy day classic for protective, easy moving around town. Handcrafted from lightweight rubber, a natural rubber blend that provides increased flexibility for 
natural movement, Noble will keep you light on your feet with ease. These boots feature an ergonomic design with improved arch support for all-day comfort and an outsole with 
deep lugs for added grip on wet, slippery surfaces. The quick-drying polyester lining and removable insoles keep you moving if water ever finds its way into your shoes. 
ergomonic fit and great grip.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Noble High 1-33510 Size Delivery
Stylish urban rubber boot Price: 1000.00 36 - 43 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Rubber outsole

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Removable insole

•  PVC free
 

202 3702

Noble is a sleek and stylish, lightweight rubber boot for rainy days in the city with a glove-like fit. The clean, mid cut design is made from a more sustainably sourced FSC certified 
natural rubber. On the inside, a quick-drying polyester lining can be found and the removable insole has an ergonomic design for good arch support and better comfort. The sole 
has deep lugs for maximum grip on wet surfaces and a mudguard to protect against the everyday splash. The Noble is convenient, fashionable, and a great choice for 
comfortable waterproof protection. All Viking rubber boots are handmade in natural rubber. The boot is PVC free and vegan.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Noble Aware 1-33520 Size Delivery
Versatile sustainable rubber urban boot Price: 1000.00 36 - 43 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  FSC certified Rubber

•  Natural rubber

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Removable insole

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

2 3308 6102
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Urban adult Active Outdoor

Built for sailing, practical around town, and now featuring the beloved character Moomin, Seilas are a colorful tribute to Vikings long heritage in rubber boots. Made with natural 
rubber, which is elastic and waterproof, and built with a calendar sole, Seilas is a comfortable boot that provides good grip on slippery surfaces. The lining is made of quick drying 
polyester and features images of mischievous moomin. The insole is removable for easy drying. The style has normal fitting and the natural color sole is non-marking. Available in 
a wide range of colors, Seilas is a funky boot that is destined to become a classic. All Viking rubber boots are handmade in natural rubber. The boot is PVC free and vegan.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

NEW

Seilas Moomin 1-33525 Size Delivery
Classic Sailing Boot with Moomin Price: 800.00 36 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Rubber outsole

•  Quick-dry lining

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

•  Removable insole

1 5

Nobel is your go-to rainy day classic for wet days around town. Handcrafted from LWR, this natural rubber blend provides increased flexibility for natural movement and keeps 
you light on your feet. These boots feature an ergonomic design with improved arch support for all-day comfort and an outsole with deep lugs for added grip on wet, slippery 
surfaces. The quick-drying polyester lining and removable insoles keep you moving if water ever finds its way into your shoes. 

Viking's Nobel received the coveted "Best in Test" with the highest consumer rating on Norway's TV2 "Hjelper Deg." 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Noble 1-34100 Size Delivery
Award Winning Rubber Rain Boot Price: 900.00 36 - 43 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Rubber outsole

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Removable insole

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

202 3702 4208

NEW NEW NEW

The next generation of a relaxed and comfortable classic, Retro Logg delivers waterproof protection from the elements, whether in the city, garden or just exploring nature. The 
mid-high design with a semi-gloss finish is made of flexible rubber and lightens your step. The inside of the boot is equipped with a removable ergonomic insole that offers added 
arch support and shock absorption for all-day comfort. An inner polyester mesh and a canvas lining are quick-drying, just in case water ever finds its way in! (582)

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Retro Logg 1-34140 Size Delivery
Classic Sailing Boot Price: 800.00 36 - 43 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  PVC free

•  Quick-dry lining

•  High-comfort moldable insole

•  Removable insole

•  Vegan

2 3718

NEW
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Urban adult Active Outdoor

When the rain starts falling, Hedda matches any outfit or lifestyle - perfect for rainy days around town! Hedda is lightweight and waterproof, constructed from a natural rubber 
blend that provides increased flexibility and doesn't weigh you down. This boot has a feminine fit and removable EVA insoles with an ergonomic design for improved arch support 
and comfort throughout the day. The sole features a lug pattern that adds a steady grip on any wet surface.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Hedda 1-36500 Size Delivery
Stylish Rubber Boot Price: 900.00 36 - 43 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Rubber outsole

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Adjustable buckle for a perfect fit 

•  Removable insole

•  PVC free

2

This Viking classic just got a modern facelift  Stavern Urban is a rubber boot with a relaxed, minimalistic look, urban styling, and total waterproof protection. Stavern Urban 
features a slip-on design, large elastic gussets to ease getting in and out, and ribbed contemporary details. A fast-drying polyester liner, removable EVA insoles, and embedded 
heel cushions help improve comfort throughout the day. These boots have a standard fit, anatomical last, which provides extra support and room for toes to move. The rubber 
outsole pattern offers an excellent grip across most surfaces, and the fit has been developed for a broad range of foot shapes.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Fleece

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Stavern 1-37070 Size Delivery
Warmlined Winter Rubber Boot Price: 700.00 36 - 47 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Rubber outsole

•  Quick-dry lining

•  High-comfort moldable insole

•  Removable insole

•  Vegan

2 595 6142

Gyda is an urban rubber boot with a low-cut and clean style that slips right on to keep feet totally dry. It's rubber construction provides increased flexibility and lightens your step. 
A smooth polyester lining on the inside adds comfort, and the removable insole has an ergonomic design for arch support and better cushioning. The elastic side panels provide 
easy entry and comfortable movement, while the sturdy sole guarantees excellent wet weather traction.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Gyda 1-37500 Size Delivery
Urban Rubber Boot Price: 800.00 35 - 43 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Rubber outsole

•  Quick-dry lining

•  Removable insole

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

2 13 18 24

NEW NEW
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An upgraded everyday staple, Hovin Neo Low delivers a classic look with practical features that keep you a step ahead. The slip-resistant rubber outsole features wide lugs and 
multidirectional traction to keep you on your feet, and extra toe reinforcement for added protection. The warm neoprene lining adds a layer of comfort and extends from the foot to 
the ankle. An elastic gusset and toplining are perfect for getting shoes on and off with ease. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Neoprene

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Hovin Neo Low 1-42130 Size Delivery
Everyday Active Rubber Boot Price: 900.00 36 - 43 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Enhanced grip

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Natural rubber

•  Easy slip on/off

•  Rubber outsole

•  Vegan

2 250 2402 4102

NEW

Tackle those everyday challenges with Plot Neo Low. Comfortable yet tough, these boots have a clean, modern look and fully functional design that can handle it all! Plot Neo 
Low has a wide fit with multilayer rubber reinforcements throughout the boot and a slip-resistant rubber outsole to keep you on your feet. Inside neoprene lining extends to the 
contoured ankle keeping you warm and allowing a natural range of movement throughout the day.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Neoprene

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Plot Neo Low 1-42140 Size Delivery
Durable Everyday Rubber Boot Price: 950.00 36 - 46 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Enhanced grip

•  Natural rubber

•  Additional toe reinforcement 

•  Easy slip on/off

•  Vegan

•  PVC free

210 2402

Along the shores of the 60th parallel, Kadett, a classic sailing boot, was born. In the 1980s, high school kids would fold down the top of the boots and write discreet love notes 
and catchy comments on the exposed boot lining. Vikings Kadett boot would come to play a small but noteworthy role in many teenage romances throughout the 80s. 

Today, Kadetts lining is created from a quick-drying polyester and has canvas throughout the vamp of the boot. Kadett features a standard fit with removable ergonomic inlays for 
easy drying and all-day comfort. The outer calendar soles are non-marking and perfect for wooden decks.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Kadett 1-43260 Size Delivery
Classic Sailing Boot Price: 700.00 35 - 47 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Rubber outsole

•  Quick-dry lining

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

•  Removable insole

35
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Sailors, get on board! This popular rubber boot is sea certified and holds all the advantages of Vikings rubber boot collection. Flexible, all natural rubber, adapted sole for on deck 
activities, and quick drying polyester inner lining! A soft, flexible and easy going boot. The style is normal fitting and the entire boot is made of natural rubber which is elastic, 
resistant and waterproof. The sole is non-marking and the inner sole is removable for easy drying. It is lined with lightweight quick drying polyester in the shaft with canvas in the 
foot for stability. All Viking rubber boots are handmade in natural rubber. The boot is PVC free and vegan. 

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Matros II 1-44050 Size Delivery
Maritime Rubber Boot Price: 750.00 35 - 47 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Rubber outsole

•  Quick-dry lining

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

•  Removable insole

520

Lightweight, waterproof, and comfortable, Vetus is an ankle boot with sailing roots that will keep your feet comfortable, dry, and feeling fresh around town or down by the docks. 
Ribbed overlays and the calendar sole provide steady traction from the city to the sea. Natural rubber construction makes Vetus durable, abrasion-resistant, with improved 
flexibility. The polyester inner lining is quick-drying. The removable EVA insole provides arch support and ergonomic cushioning.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Vetus 1-44060 Size Delivery
Trendy Urban Boot Price: 800.00 35 - 47 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  PVC free

•  Quick-dry lining

•  High-comfort moldable insole

•  Removable insole

•  Vegan

2 5

Bergen is a masculine, mid-cut boot for style-conscious men looking for a comfortable solution for wet weather days spent in the city. Clean, modern style is met with practically - 
Bergen is waterproof, durable, and resistant to scratches and abrasions for a fresh look day after day. Elastic panels around the cuff make for easier entry. The newly designed 
last eliminates pressure points and provides a snug and secure fit with a bit of extra space for comfort.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Bergen 1-45100 Size Delivery
Mens Urban Boot Price: 1000.00 40 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Rubber outsole

•  Quick-dry lining

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

•  Removable insole

2

NEW
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Urban style and all-day comfort define these downtown favorites. Stockholm is a flexible hybrid rubber boot that can be dressed up or worn casually. These boots are made from 
natural rubber with a soft neoprene body extending from the ankle, keeping you dry and warm. Slip-on construction is easy with a smooth inner lining and a slim silhouette, 
narrow last, and ergonomically designed EVA insoles. The wedged sole enhances the look and provides enhanced traction on slippery surfaces.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Neoprene

•  Upper Material: Rubber/Neoprene

Stockholm Neo 1-50010 Size Delivery
Mid-Cut Urban Rubber Boot Price: 1300.00 36 - 42 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  PVC free

•  Quick-dry lining

•  High-comfort moldable insole

•  Removable insole

•  Vegan

2

Hit the Pavement with this versatile, sporty hybrid rubber boot. 
Pavement is a sleek, ankle-high boot that combines lightweight, natural rubber with soft and flexible neoprene. These boots are lightweight and easy to put on and take off, thanks 
to convenient pull loops. Inside, a removable EVA insole with an ergonomic design for good arch support and better comfort. Excellent grip on slippery surfaces is ensured by a 
calendared sole with a high traction tread pattern.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Neoprene

•  Upper Material: Rubber/Neoprene

Pavement Neo 1-50070 Size Delivery
Low-Cut Urban Boot Price: 700.00 36 - 47 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  PVC free

•  Quick-dry lining

•  High-comfort moldable insole

•  Removable insole

•  Vegan

202 502 1002 3302

Praise Fleece is a lightweight and versatile, cold-weather commuter boot. Praise Fleece has a timeless, slip-on design with large elastic panels to ease getting in and out and 
contemporary details. A high-pile warm lining, removable EVA insoles, and embedded heel cushions keep you warm and improve all-day comfort. This boot has a standard fit 
anatomical last, with support and room for toes to move. The rubber outsoles ensure a stable grip where ever you go this winter!

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Fleece

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Praise 1-51005 Size Delivery
Warmlined Winter Rubber Boot Price: 700.00 36 - 47 31.01.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  Warmlined

•  Reflective details

•  Removable insole

•  PVC free

•  Vegan

2 37

NEW
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These casual, handmade urban rubber boots are ready when you are. Featuring a 100% waterproof rubberized textile upper, Ekeberg offers a casual look while ensuring total 
protection from wet weather. Just in case moisture does find its way in, the polyester lining is quick-drying, and the ergonomic removable sole inlays can be removed too. A 
chunky, lightweight EVA sole is perfect for anyone looking for an elevated modern look.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber

•  Lining material: Polyester

•  Upper Material: Rubber

Ekeberg 1-60310 Size Delivery
Handmade Low Cut Rubber Boot Price: 700.00 36 - 47 31.03.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Natural rubber

•  PVC free

•  Quick-dry lining

•  High-comfort moldable insole

•  Removable insole

•  Vegan

233 3702

NEW

Our Rainbow Warrior is the perfect everyday city shoe for those looking for a high-quality leather sneaker with a timeless, sporty silhouette and eco-friendly features. The leather 
outers are full-grain leather sourced from an eco-friendly leather producer committed to manufacturing concepts that reduce the harmful impact leather production has on the 
environment [ISA TAN TEC]. The linings are made from sustainably sourced pigskin, known for its flexibility and comfort. The inlay sole is a lightweight OrthoLite EVA sole 
created from recycled material. The tone-on-tone laces are also produced from recycled materials. The rubber outsole, made from 20% recycled rubber, provides a comfortable 
and stable experience with every step.

•  Sole/midsole: Rubber/Rubber

•  Lining material: Leather

•  Upper Material: Leather

Rainbow Warrior 3-52930 Size Delivery
Sneaker made of full grain sustainable leather Price: 1400.00 36 - 47 28.02.23

Specifications Product Information
•  Sustainably produced Leather

•  Recycled rubber-mix outsole

•  Recycled laces

•  Recycled Ortholite EVA insole

•  Leather Lining
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